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It’s not often that Iceland produces raw
talents in classical music like Víkingur
Heiðar Ólafsson, the young concert
piano artist who’s on the cover of this
new issue of the Reykjavík Grapevine.
Most foreigners know the names of
Björk and Sigur rós, and Vikingur belongs in the same category—in his
work, like theirs, there’s both unbridled power and disciplined finesse.
In our interesting in-depth interview with Víkingur, you can find a reflection of the characteristics of the
Icelandic soul. Víkingur describes how
he was accepted at the acclaimed New
York music school Juilliard—one of
only thirteen successful applicants,
from hundreds. The other kids knew
each other, because they had been com-

THE GRAPEVINE PLAYLIST

GANGLY - Whole Again

Supergroup GANGLY
continue to drip-feed
our hungry ears with
their shimmering,
low-key electronic
pop. Each song
they’ve released so
far feels like a newly
discovered artefact
from the rippling
copper world of
their visuals, and
“Whole Again” is no
exception. JR

peting in competitions all around the
world together for years. They'd had a
very strict upbringing where they had
to practice a lot—unlike the undisciplined parenting in Iceland, where
children, even up-and-coming wunderkinder, are allowed to roam free.
Víkingur’s response was to become
the hardest-working student in Juilliard, to catch up with the others—because he’d realised he wasn’t the best.
At the same time, his fellows revelled
in finally being given the freedom
to escape their punishing childhood
practice regimes. Raw talent means
nothing if people don’t grow on their
own. And nothing matters if you don’t put
your soul into it. Because of his efforts, Iceland now has a classical music rockstar.

Words:
Hannah, Sveinbjörn & John

Sycamore Tree
- Don’t Let Go

Dream Wife
- Everything

Sylvia Night has come
a long way. Ágústa
Eva, the actress who
created the drug
addled reality-starcum-Eurovisionburnout, has formed
this new duo with
Gunni Hilmarsson,
and their first track
is equal parts Air and
Burt Bacharach. One
to watch. SHP

Dream Wife have
dropped another
nugget of their
easygoing FM guitar
pop. It’s a bit like a
more glamorous
iteration of Britpop,
reskinned for 2017
and accompanied by
a Skins-like video in
which pretty people
party and hang around
together. JR

Iceland awoke from its winter slumber
this month, with all kinds of fun new music
releases and cultural events pinging up
on the radar. Dormant powers like JFDR (p.
31), Hermigervill (p. 32), sóley & Sturla Atlas
(Music News, p. 32) once more reared their
heads with new music.
Also, there’s a new music superpower in
town. The classical world doesn’t always get
the same attention as Iceland’s pop scene,
but Víkingur Ólafsson (p. 19) is changing that
fast.
DesignMarch is also upon on us. In the
centre of this issue you’ll find a pullout
containing our event picks, and interviews
with some of the design-world figures
speaking at this year’s DesignTalks, including
the fascinating Vulva Versa project.
‘Fórn’ (“Sacrifice,” in English, p. 23) is
an ambitious collaboration between the
Icelandic Dance Company and a selection of
top artists. Everyone had something to say
about this mammoth five-hour presentation.
Outside of Reykjavík, life carried on
as normal. We travelled to Borgarfjörður,
through road closures and windstorms, and
found some welcome luxury awaiting us at
Hotel Húsafell (p. 52).
It’s the perfect time to enjoy this new
life that’s seeping into Reykjavík. Scattered
throughout the issue you’ll also find our
tips on the best places to see art, eat, stroll,
party and relax. Spring is in the air! Finally!
(An aside: if you’re looking for the Reader
Letter, our mail department was on vacation
for this issue. But they’ll be back: keep send
your thoughts to letters@grapevine.is.) JR

Listen & watch:
gpv.is/play

Shades of Reykjavík MelluDólgur

MelluDólgur is a
combination of the
words mella (ho) and
dólgur (belligerent,
angry, probably
drunk guy). Together
they form “pimp.”
But don’t worry: not
only pimps can listen
to this. But it might
help. HJC

Sóley
- Never Cry Moon

Sóley’s brand of dark,
mournful songwriting
has won her an army
of fans since she first
emerged as a solo
artist. Her new album,
‘Endless Summer’,
will come out on May
5; the first track to
be unveiled is this
lyrical, wistful piano
ballad. JR
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Yes, we jailed some bankers. But
financial justice doesn’t end there,
as Reykjavík District Court recently levied a 5.2 billion ISK
fine on the Wernersson brothers,
who once owned the now-bankrupt investment firm Milestone,
for fraudulent activity in the days
before the crash. The judgement
will surely serve as an example to
other bankers in Iceland, who will
likely never, ever do anything illegal ever again.

Sigmundur Davíð, before he
was misunderstood.
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A brownish smog
hanging over Mt. Esja

The Top Stories
March 10 - March 23

By Paul Fontaine

NEWS IN BRIEF The top story of
the past two weeks is without a
doubt the lifting of the last of the
capital controls that Iceland put
in place in the wake of the 2008 financial crash. The move does not
actually make much difference to
the average Icelander; rather, it
makes things a whole lot easier for
people who want to invest in Iceland, and Icelandic investors who
want to move their money overseas. The króna has been hanging
in there so far, but the long-term
effects still remain to be seen.

Ragnhildur Steinunn
Screenshot from RÚV

It’s Eurovision season again, and
this year the controversy started
on the very first night of the finals
to decide the Icelandic entry when
it was brought to light that the
outfit worn by host Ragnhildur
Steinunn Jónsdóttir was strikingly similar to a jumpsuit designed
by Balmain. The Icelandic Design
Centre was quick to point out the
similarities, and condemned national broadcasters RÚV for
“not respecting design work”
but RÚV seamstress Elma Bjarney
Guðmundsdóttir responded that

SMJÖRFLUGA

the Balmain jumpsuit merely “inspired” Ragnhildur’s outfit. All’s
fair in love and clothing design,
apparently.
The Katla Eruption in 1918

In a material universe, all things
are
connected—even
mobile
phone reception and volcano safety. It was recently found that mobile phone reception in the area
around the Katla volcano is decidedly poor. This could spell
trouble for people living in the
area, as evacuation alerts in the
event of an eruption are typically
sent out by text message. Authorities are currently working on a solution, so hopefully we won’t have
to resort to sending someone galloping through the area on horseback and blasting a trumpet in the
event Katla decides to erupt.

Karl Wernersson

You might think that Iceland is a
“green country” in the sense of being environmentally friendly. If
so, it might come as a surprise to
you that smog in Reykjavík has
become a real problem that we
have to contend with. The source
of the smog, as in other parts of
the world, is from car traffic. Icelanders love their cars, and increasing numbers of tourists
renting cars adds to the national
fleet. Combine that with any
stretch of still winds and you get
the kind of yellow-brown haze
hanging over the city that you can
find to a greater degree in other
world cities. Car owners, though,
will be delighted to learn this
health hazard will not mean any
new restrictions on their freedom
to pollute.

Sigmundur Davíð walks out of an
interview - Screenshot from RÚV

Donald “The leaks are real; the
news is fake” Trump has his work
cut out for him, as former Prime
Minister
Sigmundur
Davíð
Gunnlaugsson upped the fake
news ante when he declared that
the infamous television interview
he walked out on was “complete
staged” from beginning to end.
The core of his criticism was that
he was deliberately caught off
guard by tough questions about
offshore investments, for which
he was completely unprepared, effectively blaming the interviewers
for his defensive behaviour and
his storming out in a huff. Those
crafty journalists!

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T

ICEWEAR SHOPS

REYKJAVÍK AUSTURSTRÆTI 5 • VESTURGATA 4 • ÞINGHOLTSSTRÆTI 2-4 • LAUGAVEGUR 1 • LAUGAVEGUR 91 OUTLET

Visit our webstore www.icewear.is

FÁKAFEN 9 OUTLET • GARÐABÆR MIÐHRAUN 4 • AKUREYRI HAFNARSTRÆTI 106 • VÍK Í MÝRDAL AUSTURVEGUR 20

Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries
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Figures
Don't
Lie

Around Iceland in
80 Facebook Groups:

Gefins

DIGITAL LIFE

Words
Hanah Jane
Cohen

Share this article:
gpv.is/groups

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

SO, YOU’RE A POOR ICELANDIC
MILLENNIAL working tirelessly on
your new post-bluegrass-electronic
EP. Luckily, your rich grandma just
bought you a dope apartment downtown. While it’s totally cool to rock the
mattress-on-the-ground traphouse
look, what are you supposed to do if you
want, say, a table and chairs to eat your
vegan ramen on? Well, it’s your lucky
day, dude.
“Gefins, allt gefins!” translates
to “Giving, all giving!”, but colloquially, it means “Free shit.” This group,
which contains upwards of 70,000 Icelanders, is the place where people give
away or ask for stuff for free. While
the group is mainly used for furniture
and mattresses, it’s not uncommon
to see things like clothing, haircuts,
tchotchkes, and the occasional box of
old VHS tapes mixed in. It’s a free-forall that’s always good for a little timesuck at work. Bizarre hidden gems lie
just a click away.
But real talk: If you’re a new parent, “Gefins, allt gefins!” can be a lifesaver. Baby clothes/strollers/car seats/
potties are super expensive and super
temporary—why splash out when you
can get them for free on Facebook? The
group is also great when you’re broke

Legkaka

46,000
The number of Icelanders who
took antidepressants last year.

77%

The percentage by which
Iceland’s seal population has
declined since 1980.

but it’s bae’s birthday. Surprise! Here’s
a stained loveseat! They’ll remember
that jewel forever.
If you desperately need a specific
item, though, you can always put up an
“Ósta eftir” (“Asking for”) post. This is
how the author of this post got a new
hairdryer and a super cool rug. Wowee!

Other friends have gotten new-withtags beds and couches with these posts.
I mean, you know what they say: “Ask
and you shall receive.”
Try it out: Ask for a Chanel bag or
Camaro—you never know who’s lurking.
(If this works, please let us know.)

15

The number of minutes some
Icelanders will have to evacuate
the area in the event of a Katla
eruption.

23.5%

LÓABRATORIUM

The percentage of Icelandic
households that owned at least
one gun in 2005.

8

NORMALLY, this space is reserved
for Icelandic words that have no direct
English equivalent. In this case, there
is an equivalent, as this is the Icelandic
word for “placenta.” However, the direct translation of “legkaka” is literally
“womb cake.” In terms of sheer cringe
factor, that easily beats the Icelandic
word for “nipples”: “geirvörtur”—literally, “spear warts.” We can only imagine what desperate circumstances led
to the creation of this word. Was the
placenta once used as food, or is the
womb being compared to an oven? If
the latter, wouldn’t that make the baby
itself the “womb cake?” We may never
know, and it is this mystery that makes
legkaka the word of the issue. PF

The record-high number of
gun deaths for a single year in
Iceland (2000).

Northern Lights Bus
Availability: Every night
Pickup starts: 20:30
*October 1.–15.: 21:30
#northernlightsbus
#bustraveliceland

Duration: 3–5 hours
Price: 6.400 ISK
Warm clothing required

Book online
for a 10% discount

Refreshments included

Promo code NLB16

www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+ 354 511 2600

dress code iceland

cintamani_iceland
cintamani.iceland
cintamani.is

bankastræti

•

austurhraun

•

smáralind

•

kringlan

•

akureyri

•

cintamani.is
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Nine locations
around iceland
marked for
exploration of
possible gold
deposits

Iceland's New Gold Rush
Mining execs vs. small-town Icelanders
NEWS An Icelandic company, with
financing from a Canadian company,
hopes to mine for gold all over Iceland. One elected official is nonetheless worried about the environmental impact this plan could have.
Kristín Ólafsdóttir is the CEO of Iceland Resources, a company that has
marked nine locations around Iceland
for exploration of possible gold deposits. One area in particular, Þormóðs-

WHAT'S MISSING IN ICELAND

dalur in Mosfellsbær, shows the most
promise. In fact, Þormóðsdalur was the
site of an actual gold mine, run by poet
Einar Benediktsson from 1908 to 1925.

Gold in them thar hills

"We haven't actually been able to figure out the size of the resource yet,
that's the reason we're planning a
drill programme, and trying to get
it finalised through a planning perm it th rough Mosfel lsbær, in co-

Handguns

I’m from Baltimore, a
city known to the rest
of the world thanks
to two TV shows:
‘Homicide: Life on
the Street’ and ‘The
Wire’. We have a lot of
handguns. Ironically,
fireworks are illegal,
so on New Year’s, we

Sónar Festival's football ticket
scalping scandal wraps up
NEWS The Icelandic branch of the
Spanish music festival Sónar went bust
last week, when the previous owner of
Sónar Reykjavík, Björn Steinbekk, filed
for bankruptcy after getting entangled
in a ticket scam at the Euro 2016 football tournament. Few expected that Iceland would beat England and advance;
therefore few Icelanders had tickets to
the match against France. Björn swept
in like a knight, offering hundreds of
tickets that he had purchased bought
on the black market. Many buyers paid
directly to the bank account of Sónar.
Björn claims he was stood up, so hundreds of Icelanders didn’t get the chance
to see France destroy Iceland at the
Stade de France. Sónar’s outstanding
debts from the scalping debacle were
43.5 million krona, or around €360,000.
Luckily for Sónar audiences, there’s new
ownership in place and this February’s
festival went off without a hitch. VG

Composite image:
Front by Ari Magg, back by
Art Bicnick

Town council not feeling it

Cooperation from Mosfellsbær may be
difficult, to say the least. The Grapevine
contacted Mosfellsbær town councilperson and Planning Committee vice
chair Bjarki Bjarnason for his take on
the idea. Bjarki told us that his committee has twice rejected the application
for exploratory drilling in Þormóðsdalur as it was at odds with the general planning policy of Mosfellsbær.
“Town council confirmed this opinion on both occasions so it is not likely
this permit will be granted,” he told us.
“Personally, I am against gold exploration in Þormóðsdalur, both because
it doesn’t fit with
our planning policy, and also because of the environmental impact
it brings with it.”

fire our handguns into
the sky. In Iceland, the
opposite is the case:
you can set off as
many fireworks as you
please on designated
holidays, but you won’t
find any handguns.
This isn’t to say
that there are no guns
in Iceland. There are:
you can legally buy
and own hunting rifles
and shotguns. But
unlike America, where
you can buy these
firearms from pretty
much any big-box
store, in Iceland there
are strict regulations

But they call it
"e c o - m i n i n g "

However, Mark
Billings, the CEO
o f S t- G e o r g e s
Platinum and Base Metals Ltd., a Canadian company which owns a 60% stake
in Iceland Resources, insists his company practices “eco-mining.” He also
described the difficulties with local authorities as “par for the course,” adding
that it reminded him of “negotiations
St-Georges had on other projects with
Canadian First Nation tribal councils.”
A l l t h i s sa id, whet her or not
even gold ex plorat ion w i l l t a ke
p l a c e t h i s s u m m er — e s p e c i a l l y
given the absolute statements of
Mosfel lsbær’s v ice chair of planning—sti l l remains uncertain.

Bjarki Bjarnason,
Mosfellsbær town
councilperson

Kristín Ólafsdóttir, CEO of Iceland Resources

Words
Paul Fontaine
Photo
Varvara Lozenko
Share this article:
gpv.is/gr04

operation with them," Kristín told
us, adding that her company hopes
to begin exploration this summer.

in place for buying
a rifle. You have to
pass a background
check, and your
gun ownership is
registered with the
government. You
don’t actually have
“the right” to own a
gun; it’s considered
a privilege, and an
expensive one at that.
The Icelandic
police, as many know,
do not carry guns.
The Viking Squad—
Iceland’s answer
to SWAT—do have
semi-automatic guns,
and members of the

Icelandic Coast Guard
carry handguns, but
you’ll never seen their
weapons on dry land.
Be that as it
may, 2007 figures
show that 23.5% of
Icelandic households
have at least one
firearm. Despite this,
annual gun-related
deaths in Iceland
have never risen out
of the single digits.
That being the case,
it is perhaps a good
thing that handguns
are something you
will find missing in
Iceland. PF

Ben Affleck enters rehab
after weeks in Iceland

From Jason Momoa's
instagram

NEWS Another one bites the dust:
actor Ben Affleck announced that he
completed treatment for alcohol addiction, something he has dealt with in
the past “and will continue to confront,”
as he wrote on Facebook last week. Affleck was in Iceland in the end of last
year where he played the iconic caped
crusader, Batman, in the upcoming ‘Justice League’ film. The shoot took place
in the mystical and harsh environment
of Strandir in the Westfjords, one of
Iceland’s most isolated areas. It’s not
clear if the solitude and the darkness
played some part in Affleck’s decision,
but he and costar Jason Momoa were
prominently partying on Instagram
at the time, and made the local news
because of the razzle. It was recently
reported that Affleck and his wife Jennifer Garner have deferred their plans to
divorce. Good for them. Grapevine endorses love and good health. Skál!? VG

ASK A…

Scientist
Q: “Why Are Icelanders
Lactase Persistant?”

The learned academic
ponders our question

Are you lactose intolerant? You
may take solace in knowing
that you share your condition
with most of the world’s population. Icelanders, however, are
amongst those lucky chosen few
who can digest milk without any
discomfort. Why? We asked Dr.
Björn Viðar Aðalbjörnsson of
the Food Science and Nutrition
Department at the University of
Iceland to explain:
“As infants, we can digest lactose, when milk is the primary
nutrition. Normally for mammals, this is only advantageous
in early age and this ability is no
longer needed in adult life. Lactase persistence is the ability to
digest milk sugar (lactose) as an
adult.
“This is a genetic trait that
recently evolved in human evolution. There are four genetic
variations that cause lactase
persistence but around two
thirds of the human population
do not carry these changes and
are lactase non-persistent (and
show symptoms of lactose intolerance).
“These changes are more frequent in dairying areas because
of a gene/culture coevolutionary process. In Europe, there is
one gene that is most common.
Some research suggests that this
can be traced 7,500 years back, in
central Europe, when cattle usage became more prevalent.
“Genetic traits can become
more frequent in areas due to
natural selection. For example,
a long time ago in the Nordic
countries (when people could
not go to the supermarket to
grab a bite), the ability to digest
milk as an adult would have been
an advantage, especially in times
of starvation and famine. Also,
milk would have served as a ‘renewable’ nutrition source compared to meat, which requires
slaughtering the animal. These
factors helped make this ability more common in the Nordic
gene pool. This is not, however,
exclusive to the Nordic countries, and can be found in other
populations where milk was
consumed.”
◂ ◂ ◂ ◆ ▸ ▸ ▸
If you have a question about
Iceland that you would like
answered, email us at ask@
grapvine.is and we will find
the most suitable expert in the
field in Iceland to resolve your
conundrum.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

Words
Paul Fontaine
Share this article:
gpv.is/oops04

Boycotting
the Girls of
Siglufjörður

THIS MARCH 19 marked the 75th
anniversary of the Great Boycott
of Siglufjörður women, by the
men of the town. This was during the British occupation, you
see, and there was a lot of fraternisation. This was not always
taken well by the local men, and a
game of billiards with the British
soon turned violent. The fighting
spread out into the street in front
of Hótel Siglufjörður, and some
locals as well as soldiers were
lightly injured.
In retaliation, and aiming for
the root of the problem, the young
men of Siglufjörður formed a
union whose members were forbidden to have anything to do
with women who were seen with
British soldiers. If members were
seen dancing with these women
at social events or in any way in
breach of their code, they would
be summarily fined by the union.

In a small town, the ban was
more likely to be observed in the
breach and no doubt the union
could have amassed considerable
wealth with its fines. Instead, the
women of Siglufjörður instituted
a boycott of their own which was
strictly upheld. The men soon saw
the error of their ways and the
union was disbanded.
Valur Gunnarsson

Traveling the south coast

Keflavík
International
Airport

Four Ways That The Tourism
Industry Is Eating Itself
And four ways we can make it sustainable

NEWS Dr. Ben Henning is not
a tourism expert. Rather, he
works in geographic information systems cartography. He
and his colleague Anne-Cécile
Mermet, of Switzerland’s Université de Neuchâtel, have been
using tourism data to construct
a larger picture of the tourism
industry in Iceland as a whole.
The bad news is: the current situation is not sustainable. The good
news is: there are things we can
do to make it sustainable, but it
will require making unpopular
decisions.
"There are competing conflicts of interest between private people basically cashing in
on this trend, but on the other
hand, an almost out-of-hand development of tourists not only
in the greater Reykjavík area but
all around Iceland," Ben told us.
At its core, the different sectors of the tourism industry—
the airlines, the hotels, Airbnb,
and the tourism companies,
amongst
others—unwittingly
undermine each other by serving their own interests, perhaps without even realising that
these interests can be and often
are at odds with the interests of
other tourism industry players.
Fortunately,
there
are
things we can do to turn
the
situation
around.
“Compare it to the financial
crash,” Ben says. “Turning a blind
eye to it leads to something that
nobody had ever wanted, where-

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki

as if you had more regulations
and enforced them, we probably
wouldn't have ever gotten into
trouble. What advantage do you
have if you have rocketing growth
rates, and then at some point,
that same thing crashing again?”

What we’re doing wrong:
1. THE AIRLINES VS. THE HOTELS.
There are more and cheaper
flights, with more international
connections, bringing an increasing number of tourists to
Iceland. These cheap flights tend
to attract “budget travelers.” If
hotels want to fill their rooms,
they will have to lower their
rates, but this leads to hotel owners having to ask themselves if
they can get a return on their investment if the rates get too low.
2. AIRBNB VS. HOSPITALITY
WORKERS. As tourism grows, so
does immigration. There aren’t
enough Icelanders to fill all the
tourism jobs available, and so immigrants fill an increasing number of these jobs. Almost all immigrants to Iceland rent rather
than buy apartments. However,
Airbnb postings, directed at tourists, comprise a startling portion
of available housing. In downtown Reykjavík, anywhere from
50% to 75% of available housing
is comprised of Airbnb accommodations. The vast majority of
Airbnb postings are not for single rooms, either: they comprise
entire households. As such, the

very same immigrants coming to
work in the tourism industry get
shut out of available housing due
to the tourism industry itself.
3. TOURISM COMPANIES VS. THE
ENVIRONMENT. Iceland does
not have a national park service, in the sense of a national
authority which charges admission to Iceland’s sites of natural wonder. Tourism companies
bring an increasing number
of people to these area, which
also degrades the sites of natural wonder as traffic increases.
4. TOURISM VS. THE GOVERNMENT. Iceland’s government is
only just now in the beginning
stages of adopting some kind of
tourism policy, but it may already
be too late. The face of downtown Reykjavík is changing due
to tourism, and not necessarily for the better. This can lead
to a form of “civil unrest” in the
form of a general and growing
resentment of locals towards
tourists, tourists towards other tourists, and locals towards
the government for effectively “selling out” their country.

What we could do right:
1. A NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
CONTROLLED AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL. “You have this authority at a federal level [in the
US]," Ben says, "Who are setting the framework for how a
national park works, who are

enforcing the rules and are also
managing the parks in terms
of what activities are allowed.”
2. BUYING BACK NATURAL SITES
FROM PRIVATE OWNERS. A great
many places of natural wonder
in Iceland are owned and maintained by private owners. This
leads to an inconsistency of
policy and maintenance. In order to put all these sites under
the same national hat, the government would need to spend
a considerable amount of money in buying these sites back.
3. PLACING TAXES ON TOURISTS AND LIMITING THEIR NUMBERS AT NATURAL SITES. This
is never a popular idea, but it’s
something Ben says is “essential for managing the growth.”
At the same time, some sort of
cap—as is done in other parts of
the world—needs to be placed on
how many people can visit a site
of natural wonder in order to prevent environmental degradation.
4. REQUIRING THAT ALL TOUR
GUIDES MUST BE QUALIFIED
AND LICENSED. Unqualified tour
guides can, and often do, either
encourage reckless and environmentally damaging behaviour,
or lack the knowledge to advise
tourists how to behave in a safe
and environmentally friendly
manner. There are many qualified and licensed tour guides, but
at the moment, actual qualifications are not a requirement for

or Golden Circle?

Vík

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

at the Ölfusá bridge
open daily 11:00-21:00

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

saegreifinn.is

open daily 11:30-22:00

Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com

Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki

A RARE,
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY
Around, on and deep within the
awesome Langjökull ice cap glacier.
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An industrial yard near an aluminium
smelter in southern Iceland, looking
towards Mt. Keilir

Katrín Jakobsdóttir, chair of the Left-Green Party, plots the
next environmental revolution from her office

Árni Finnsson, a prominent
environmentalist, notes
that the Ministry for the
Environment is woefully
unprepared to tackle
climate change

“If everyone
lived like Icelanders, we’d
need at least
six earths,
probably
more”

Iceland’s
Environmental Paradox
ANALYSIS
Words
Gabriel Dunsmith
Photos
Art Bicnick
Share this article:
gpv.is/dox04

The average tourist is primed to think
of Iceland as the greenest nation on
earth.

Advertisements endlessly yammer on
about “pure nature,” and shots from
‘Game of Thrones’ and popular movies portray Iceland as a vast, cold wilderness untouched by humans. Every
tourist brochure is filled with images
of waterfalls, geysers and volcanoes.
And when you arrive in Keflavík International Airport, a massive poster
from Landsvirkjun—the state power
utility—proclaims, “Welcome to the
land of renewable energy.” Even the
state government’s official webpage
boasts that “Iceland is the world’s
greenest country.” Each of these
claims implies that a) Icelanders have
a robust environmental ethic, and b)
sufficient regulations are in place to
protect the country’s natural wonders, no matter the number of tourists
trampling on them or the number of
dams the government builds.
No doubt, Iceland is a beautiful place.
It’s rare to find another location with
such diversity in natural features—
where else do glaciers butt up against lava
fields, after all? No doubt, too, that the
country derives much of its energy from
geothermal and hydroelectric sources—
although Landsvirkjun’s advertisements

are highly misleading, since a host of
dams were built for the sole purpose of
funneling electricity into aluminum
smelters. Still, when compared to industrialized nations of the Global North, Iceland lacks the lagoons of nuclear waste,
pesticide factories, mammoth landfills,
sprawling metropolises and open pit
mines that have come to epitomize environmental desecration and avarice in the
21st century. But is Iceland the environmental haven that many tourists expect?
How green, really, is Iceland?
Terms like “green” and “sustainable”
have become cliché in the West, abused
by companies seeking to sell their
products and governments attempting to placate their constituents. Seen
in such a light, is Iceland really leading
the world in terms of progressive environmental policy, or are its claims mere
propaganda? To find out, I asked several
prominent Icelandic environmentalists
the following: How do Icelanders treat
the environment? And what policies is
the government enforcing or proposing?

Those cars, though

Excepting a few European microstates,
Iceland has the second-highest rate of
vehicle ownership in the world—behind
only the United States. Cars here are extremely popular, due in part to under-

whelming public transit options, and
the transportation sector comprises the
single largest source of greenhouse gas
emissions in the country. Though Iceland certainly has the energy capacity
to transition to a wholly renewable electric car fleet, the political will to do so is
sorely lacking.
And car sales doubled last year, marking a dangerous trend, says Árni Finnsson, co-founder of the Icelandic Nature
Conservation Association, or Landvernd.
Due in part to soaring tourism, more vehicles are on the road than ever, sending
Iceland’s carbon emissions skyrocketing.
Moreover, since the 2008 financial collapse, a strong króna and low gasoline
prices have eliminated any financial
disincentives for Icelanders to purchase car after car.
“The government did not
take any measures to guide
consumers to low-emission
cars,” says Árni. “And we
have all this electricity.”

Commodities, trash &
other such junk

tossing something in the trash. Though
there’s been progress in recent years in
terms of Iceland’s recycling programs,
the country still only recycles about 30
percent of its plastic—meaning it lags
behind the rest of Europe, says Katrín.
“We still have a lot of work to do,”
she adds. “The main thing is not just
to recycle; it’s to use less.”

The climate, it is a-changin’

In the year leading up to the Paris
Convention in 2015, climate change
became a prominent political issue
in Iceland, says Árni, and the political
wherewithal now exists to take action.
But the road will be steep. “For two decades, in order to convince the public
that aluminum smelters were such a
good thing, [politicians claimed] that
because these smelters use clean energy, that’s our contribution to the climate crisis.” The reality, of course, was
that the government had no incentive
to tackle fossil fuel use: Iceland had
received an exemption under the 1997
Kyoto Protocol to actually increase its
carbon emissions. Those emissions
are now spiraling out of control: between 2005 and 2013 alone, greenhouse
gas emissions ballooned 19 percent to
4.5 million tonnes. Emissions per person stand around 14 tonnes—far above
Japan (9), the United Kingdom (8) and
Germany (9), and still higher than
Russia and South Korea (both 12.5).
Björt Ólafsdóttir, Iceland’s new environmental minister, told Parliament last
month that Iceland is expected to miss its
Paris Convention targets as its emissions
continue to increase. “We seem totally
unprepared for climate action,” says Árni.
Though the new coalition government—
formed of the centre-left party Bright
Future and the right-wing Independence
and Restoration Parties—has pledged to
tackle emissions, the environmental ministry said it would take at least six months
to release a plan. “So what does that tell
you?” says Árni. “It tells
me, at least, that there was
no plan in the ministry. It’s
incredible. [Year after year],
they have done nothing.”

“Iceland has
the secondhighest rate
of vehicle
ownership in
the world”

“If everyone lived like Icelanders, we’d need at least six earths,
probably more,” says Katrín Jakobsdóttir, chairwoman of the Left-Green Party
and a prominent figure of the Icelandic
opposition. Resource use in Iceland is
incredibly high, which ought to complicate foreigners’ impression of Iceland
from the start: this small island-nation
may not be much different from home.
“The big issue is consumer culture,” says Katrín, “not only in Iceland,
but in other Western countries.”
Simply put, Westerners use more
than our fair share and think little before

Conclusions:
Steam Dream?

In the end, Iceland’s
green “brand” is little
more than greenwashing—the misconstruing of something
as sustainable when it is, in fact, the
opposite. Because the government
profits from this image of Iceland, it
faces little outside pressure to change:
if other nations look up to Iceland as a
paragon of sustainability, there’s little
need to match policies to rhetoric. The
only reason Iceland’s total footprint
is so low is because its population is a
mere 330,000. Scale Iceland’s populace,
say, to the size of Germany’s, and this
tiny Nordic island would be stripping
every last resource from the earth.

SHARED & PRIVATE
TRANSFERS TO & FROM
KEFLAVÍK AIRPORT
PRICE

ONEWAY:

ISK

2.990

N O CH A N G E
O F BU S
R E Q U I RED

www.AirportDirect.is
497 8000
Or at your hotel reception
BOOKING ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE DAILY BETWEEN 07:30-22:00 • 497 8000

•

INFO@AIRPORTDIRECT.IS
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FRESH
ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD

Mokka Kaffi
Iceland's no-fi coffeehouse
Words Paul Fontaine
Photo Art Bicnick
Share this article: gpv.is/tc04

TIME CAPSULE Visiting the Art
Deco-infused Mokka Kaffi is like
stepping back into the 1950s.

In fact, this cozy little place was
one of Iceland’s first coffee houses, and is still run by the same
family that started it back in 1958.
It hasn’t changed much since
then. Copper-colored lamps hang
perilously low over the tables,

the floor is carpeted, and there
is no wifi. The space itself is only
about three metres wide, and the
tight confines were painfully obviously when, once upon a time,
one side of the establishment was
laughably designated as “nonsmoking.” Today, the whole place
is smoke-free, like the rest of Iceland’s cafés, but they still serve the
best waffles in town. Mokka Kaffi
is where you go to simply drink
coffee and talk, or read, as coffeehouses were originally intended.

Windswept and wild: aldrei fór ég suður
organisers show us around Ísafjörður

way. It means the people who come
are really serious about the festival,
because they have to plan ahead.”

Eclectic musical mix

The mayor of Ísafjörður unveils
street named after the festival

The Sun Rises
On Ísafjörður
Aldrei fór ég suður festival is
back, and better than ever

Words Joanna Smith
Photos Art Bicnick

NEWS Aldrei fór ég suður (or “I
never went south”) is an annual
music festival in Ísafjörður that’s
gone from strength to strength
since it began in 2004.
In the northern wilderness of the
Westfjords, this somewhat remote town comes alive every Easter with three days of free mu-

sic, celebrating the rising sun.
Ísafjörður, a town of little under
3,000 people, almost doubles in
population over the weekend, with
visitors arriving from Reykjavík and
beyond. Birna Jónasdóttir, one of the
festival’s organisers, explains that
the town had reached its limit with
regards to festivalgoers, as the main
issue is the limited amount of accommodation. “This isn’t the sort of
festival you can just pitch up a tent,”
she says, “but I like it better that

= world’s best sushi

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.
Socialize with the locals ...

This year’s musical line-up includes Rythmatik, a fresh-faced
band with real rock n roll vibes,
Karó, the electro-pop goddess,
and classic punk band Children.
There is a real mix of genres, so
there is sure to be something to
please even the most particular
music snob. From Kött Grá Pje,
described by Sonar Reykjavík as
"the gender-bending, cat-loving
Messiah of Icelandic hip hop,"to
The Brass Band of Ísafjörður,
who will open this year’s festival.
Aldrei fór ég suður is a true celebration of music in all its forms.

Small town community,
big town mentality
It’s also a celebration of the town
itself. Ísafjörður is grateful to
the festival for putting it on the
map, even going as far as naming
a street after it. As I spoke to the
event organisers, they all had the
same explanation of their involvement: just friends of friends, helping each other out, sharing the love
of their town and its close-knit
community. The music almost becomes secondary to Ísafjörður itself. You will fall in love with this
tiny town, and after the festival
is over you won’t want to leave.

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Varma is dedicated to maintaining Icelandic tradition in developing, designing and manufacturing
quality garments and accessories from the best Icelandic wool and sheepskin shearling.
All Varma products are made in Iceland.
Varma is available in various tourist shops around Iceland
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SHOW ME THE MONEY:

Dolphins &
The Futility
Of Human
Existence

Until the mid-to-late 19th century,
most financial transactions in
Iceland were conducted in vaðmál
(homespun wool). However, since
1922, Iceland has issued its own
currency, the króna. Iceland never
being the best at economic stability,
the króna has lost significant value
every decade since its initial issue,
and in 1981 we decided to cut a couple of zeros from it, introducing the
current króna. So, let’s meet the…

5 Króna Coin
Fishing is one of the main industries in Iceland, so it is no wonder that they’ve chosen to depict
various fish on all their coins.
On the five króna piece is the beloved and adorable dolphin (technically not a fish, but whatever,
it lives in the sea). Unlike whale
and shark, dolphin is no longer
butchered for meat in Iceland.
It’s apparently pretty delicious,
but people obviously couldn’t
taste it through their guilty tears.
Confusingly, the dolphin depicted on the coin is the shortbeaked common dolphin, which is
rarely spotted in Icelandic waters,
as opposed to the the white-beaked
dolphin, which is very common.
But hey, this little gaffe wouldn’t
be the first time bankers made an
error of judgement.

Svala with Swedish Eurovision
legend Måns Zelmerlöw

The Crazy World Of Icelandic Eurovision

Pantsuits & Platforms
Svala performing "Paper"

Euro-dorks in their
natural habitat

Overnight sensation Daði & Gagna-magnið
(Daði and the Capped Data Plan - it has a
ring to it in Icelandic...)

had smiling faces all round. Perhaps
they were slightly relieved—Kiev is a
long way to transport four keytars.

Girl Power Victory

The winner was Svala, a.k.a. Svala
Björgvins, the favourite of many Eurovision blogs (which are a thing that exists,
apparently). She’s been singing professionally since the age of seven, is a coach
on the Icelandic version of ‘The Voice’,
and her father Björgvin Halldórsson,
the godfather of Icelandic Christmas
music, represented Iceland at Eurovision in 1995. She is a total pro. As soon
as she stepped out on stage, I knew I was
looking at a winner. I mean, she was
wearing a white pantsuit and Spice Girl
platforms—if that doesn’t say girl power
victory, I don’t know what does. And it
wasn’t just her outfit that stood out. Her
performance was mesmerising, polished
and also had lasers. And I love lasers. In
fact, her performance was so captivating
that the couple sitting in front of me actually stopped making out for a moment
to watch. Just for a moment though, and
then they were right back at it.

Complex Themes
CULTURE
Words
Joanna Smith
Photos
Art Bicnick
Share this article:
gpv.is/gg3

So, What’s It worth?
If you, like most, prefer your dolphin in live form, then be prepared
to collect roughly 4,000 of these
coins to pay for a spot on a whale
and dolphin watching tour. Though
we feel duty-bound to mention that
most tour companies would probably prefer to be paid by credit card
rather than 22kg of loose change.
Really, the five króna coin is a
metaphor for the human condition:
together we have consequence, alone
we are just tiny insignificant specks
on the earth, our lives meaningless and futile. Just think about that
whenever you’re handed 5 króna—
you are as worthless as that coin.
Joanna Smith

It’s Eurovision time. The time of year
when half the population of Europe
goes crazy—flag-waving, song-singing, chaos-inducing crazy—and the
other half wants everyone to know
that they don’t even care about Eurovision… whilst they watch the entire
thing and live-tweet it “ironically.”
Whichever side you’re on, you can’t escape it. As an unapologetic fan, I was really excited to go to Iceland’s selection finals, where the country would decide its
representative at the Grand Final in Kiev,
Ukraine. I was also excited to see where
Iceland fits on the Eurovision-love spectrum. Turns out, they’re at the total devotion end. Especially the kid sat next to
me, who jumped up and down on her seat
for three hours straight. The atmosphere
at Laugardalshöll—where the show took
place—was one of intense anticipation
and excitement. And it wasn’t just the
live audience that went mad for the show:
according to Vísir, over 235,000 televotes
were counted (equivalent to two thirds
of the Icelandic population), at a cost of
around 30.3 million króna. Now that’s
some real Eurovision love.
This show was like watching a teaser
trailer for the main event. It had every

Eurovision cliché you can expect to see
in the finals: the guy in the questionable
leather trousers, the cheesy duet, the guy
with all the confetti, the loveable novelty
act and, of course, the winner. Not only
that, but with special appearances from
2015’s winner Måns Zelmerlöw, as well
as Alexander Rybak (aka the
violin guy from 2009), it was
heaven for a Eurovision lover
(aka me).

Eurovision Heaven

Svala’s song, “Paper,” which she cowrote
with her husband, is a real epic anthem,
much like Sweden’s entry “Euphoria”
from back in 2012, or Austria’s “Rise Like
A Phoenix” in 2014. And… I don’t want
to jinx it or anything… but both those
entries won. This song also deals with
some pretty complex themes. Svala has
been very open about her
struggles with anxiety
and, as she explained in a
press conference after the
show, this song is a rally
cry of sorts: “It’s about
not giving up, not being
ashamed.” When asked if
she thinks she could win,
she simply replied, “I will
do my best.” And by the
looks of that competitive
glint in her eye, she truly means it.
Could this really be Iceland’s year?
The bookies say no. Currently, Iceland
is ranked as the 22nd favourite to win.
But hey, opinion polls aren’t exactly the
most reliable things these days, so it
could still happen. Have faith, Iceland.
Everyone loves an underdog, and your
underdog is a bad-ass woman in a pantsuit and platforms—she’s got this.

“Her performance was
mesmerising, polished
and also had
lasers. And I
love lasers. ”

As of 2016, Iceland is the only
northern European country
that is yet to win Eurovision, so the stakes are high.
Luckily though, this year’s
competition included two
really strong acts that not only stood
out from their fellow contenders, but
also seemed to shine a glimmer of hope
for an Icelandic victory. Daði Freyr and
his song “Is This Love?” was pure geek
chic electronic pop. Each member of his
group wore a jumper with their own face
printed on it, and there was not one, not
two, not even three, but four keytars.
And you can never have too many keytars. Despite Daði and his group’s best
efforts, they placed second, but they still
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Pre-booking required. Book online at bluelagoon.com

Day Tours - All the most exciting places in Iceland

BOOK NOW!

ON WWW.RE.IS

BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •

AT YOUR RECEPTION

+354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is

WE’LL TAKE YOU THERE!
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FEATURE

BREAKING
GLASS
The musical
journey of
Víkingur
Ólafsson

Víkingur Heiðar Ólafsson is Iceland’s foremost concert pianist.
A self proclaimed “late bloomer”, his formal training started late
by international standards, but after studying at the prestigious
Juilliard school in New York City he is now emerging as an
international star. As he prepares to take the stage at Harpa's
Eldborg to present his new album, we sat down with him to discuss
working with Philip Glass, signing to Deutsche Grammophon,
the impossibility of perfection, and getting a little bit demonic.

Words
John Rogers
Photos
Hörður Sveinsson
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Deep inside Harpa, past the
glimmering facade, the bars,
shops and concert halls, through
the backstage doors and the
bustling production area, lies a
small locked room. The strip lights
flicker on to reveal bare white
walls, some metal tool shelves,
and four pianos cosseted under
thick protective coats. Víkingur
Ólafsson, Iceland’s premier concert pianist, hangs his jacket on
a plastic hanger and closes the
door behind him, sealing out
the hubbub of the cafeteria. He
squeezes through the narrow
walking space and carefully
pulls the cover from the last
piano of the four.
“It’s a Steinway model D concert grand,”
he says, as he props up the piano top.
“The stagehands here name it after
me. I prefer to call it 589106—that’s
the serial number. But they like to call
it ‘Víkingur.’” He pauses and chuckles. “We have these fights about it.”
Víkingur peers down studiously, examining the instrument from behind
his spectacles. “I like this room,” he
says, tapping out a few notes. “We’ve
had so many conversations about the
room—where to have it, what humidity to keep it, all these things.
And here we are.” He glances around,
smiling. “It just looks like a garage.”
After gathering himself for moment, he starts to play. Three huge
chords ring out, the sound reverberating almost deafeningly in the tiny
space. His fingers dance lightly over
the keys, producing a familiar cascade of notes—the opening lines of
Philip Glass’s ‘Glassworks’. Víkingur
tests the piano’s full range, flitting
between crashing chords, quiet, eddying melodies, and bright, chiming cadenzas. It ’s an astonishing
burst of music that makes the hairs
on the back of my neck stand on end.
After a few minutes, he stops and
looks up. “I love this piano,” he says,
quietly. “It’s not every day, you know?”

t he y ’r e get t i n g.”
The two clearly
h ave a de ep mutual respect, based
partially on their
shared expert-level
knowledge of the instrument. "A piano
is like an animal,”
Víkingur explains.
“It's so alive, and so
ever-changing. It
responds strongly
to humidity. When
I moved my Reykjavík Steinway to Berlin, it became a new
instrument. People
don't realise that—
they see a black
thing that looks like
every other piano.
But you can t une
the action so precisely. You can make
them ver y heav y,
li ke running in
sand on the beach,
or you c a n ma ke
them super responsive, l i ke a racehorse. And sometimes they're unpredictable, with a will of their own."

recalls. “It does something to you—the
repetition and romanticism, and at the
same time, the coolness. So I got this
invitation, and of course I said yes.”
At that time, some of the etudes
were very new, so Víkingur was sent
the scores pre-publication. He rehearsed constantly, and waited for the
opportunity to play his work for Philip
who, to Víkingur’s surprise, elected to
meet him only at the last minute—at
5pm, on the day of the performance.
“I was quite nervous, because how
I play them is quite different to how
he plays them,” he recalls. “I started
playing, and he stopped me, and said:
'You got the wrong version.' It turned
I’d only been sent the early drafts.
I had memorised all of it, to internalise it. Philip took a pencil and
changed half of it, adding some sections, and removing others.” He grimaces. “I was determined to play from
memory, and I had just three hours.”
Ultimately, the challenging experience led to a fruitful and open relationship between the two. “Philip has often
said to me: ‘I don't agree with the way
you play this piece, but it’s compelling,
so I don't want you to change it,’” says
Víkingur. “He's a composer, but also a
performer, so he understands the creativity that needs to happen onstage.

Víkingur with Philip Glass,
preparing for their concert
at Harpa in 2014.

Metamorphosis

Running in sand
Víkingur is no stranger to Harpa. He
performed at the concert hall’s opening event in 2011, and has premiered
several new works there, performing
regularly with the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra. In 2012, Harpa started hosting his annual chamber music festival,
Reykjavík Midsummer Music. Needless
to say, he’s grown very fond of the place.
“I love to play here,” he says, as we
walk back out into the bright corridors of Harpa. “The Eldborg hall is an
instrument. It's like if you're playing
amplified electronic music, you start
to know your sound system, and your
soundman. When you play again and
again in a great venue, you get better at
playing that instrument. I don't think
people think about how to project into
a hall enough. I don’t like to play to the
microphone—I try to side with audience, and play for the third balcony."
Having decided on a few minor adjustments to the Steinway, he confers
with Harpa’s piano technician, known
by his nickname of Diddi. “I think
I’m his worst nightmare,” Víkingur
laughs. “But Diddi is an artist. I call
him very often when I'm here, and he's
always driving to a remote church 500
kilometres from Reykjavík to tune a
rarely played piano. I’m not sure people quite realise the level of service

and architect. He started playing piano before he could speak. “Theoretically, you could say I was playing before I was born,” he says. “My mother
played when I was in her womb. She
was the soloist at a concert in Berlin
when she was five months pregnant
with me. I like the idea that I was very
close to the keys from the beginning.”
As soon as he could reach the keys,
he was playing. There are photographs
of Víkingur playing piano when the
keys were still above his head, at the
age of one a half. “My mother tells me
that I never played loud—I only played
soft, which is unusual for a kid,” he
says. “But I was playing one note,
and listening to it. I think that contributed to me having perfect pitch.”
A slow developer in many departments, Víkingur was always fascinated by music. His mother taught piano
in the family home, and he would listen in on the lessons. His formal training began later, at the age of five—at
first with his mother, and then with
local piano teacher Erla Stefansdóttir. Víkingur remembers meeting her.
“Erla asked me: ‘Would you like to
learn piano?’ and I said: ‘I already know
piano,’” he laughs. “It was far from the
truth. But I felt that I knew it, because
I played more often than I spoke.”
In the following years, his mother
exposed him to Bach and Chopin, and
his father to Stockhausen, Brahms and
Berio. “It’s very much part of me, to play
the newest music, and also Beethoven
and Bach,” he says. “I try to approach
them in the same way, as if it’s contemporary music. Which it is—because it’s
played in the present. It’s always being
reborn. Getting both of those channels was the root of that thinking.”

Glass work
The preparations are for a concert
celebrating the release of Víkingur’s
album of Philip Glass piano compositions. Recorded in the Eldborg hall,
the album was released earlier this
year on Deutsche Grammophon—the
label of “Horowitz and Argerich and
Gilels and Richter," that Víkingur
dreamed of being signed to as a child.
He first met Philip Glass in 2014,
when he was invited to play the piano
etudes at Harpa, alongside Japanese
pianist Maki Namekawa, and Glass
himself. "I hadn't played the music
myself, but I'd listened to it a lot,” he

Once, he said to me: ‘Someone should
give you a speeding
ticket for the way
you play etude number six—but it's not
going to be me.’ And
I love him for that.”

Play first
talk later
It’s been a long road
for Ví k ing ur, who
has just turned 33.
His mother is a piano teacher, and his
father a composer

By the age of eleven, Víkingur had
decided he wanted to become a concert pianist. In secret, he’d started researching what history’s great pianists
had played at his age, and throughout
his early teens, he tried to match them
in an ongoing private contest. “I didn’t
dare tell anyone,” he chuckles, “because
I was losing all the competitions.”
Nevertheless, at just sixteen years
old, Víkingur was invited to choose
a concerto to perform with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra. He chose
Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1.
“It’s the quintessential piano concerto that everyone wants to play as a
teenager,” he says. “I knew for a year
that I’d play on the 1st of February,
2001. I fantasised about the moment
of walking onstage and becoming a
soloist, like a metamorphosis. In reality it was something else, of course.”
On the eve of the performance,
Víkingur woke up in a cold sweat
from a nightmare in which the piano
toppled from the edge of the stage as
he started playing, crushing the first
two rows of the audience. “It was horrific!” he exclaims. “I thought: ‘At
least it won’t be that bad.’ I was extraordinarily excited and nervous.”
“I remember in the first cadenza, I
completely messed up one of the scales
that I'd nailed every time in rehearsal,”
he continues. “I almost blanked, for
the first time in my life. I remember
blu sh i n g, a nd
feeling I'd made
a fool of myself.
I remember
thinking: ‘This
is the reality of
it.’ But the rest
of it went well—
maybe because
of t h a t s c a l e ,
i n ret ros p e c t .
W it hout t h at ,
maybe I would
have played
it more safe.
A nd that's the
beauty of it. It's

"A piano is like
a horse—it's
so alive, and so
ever-changing.
And sometimes
they're unpredictable, with a
will of their own."

"I hav
analytica
wants to

ve these two sides fighting in me… the super
al side, and the spontaneous, demonic side that
let it all happen and do something not too nice."
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not about that one scale, but something different, and quite a lot bigger.”

New York, New York
After his Tchaikovsky nightmare,
and the fruition of his concert pianist
dream, Víkingur decided it was time
to study abroad. In
search of an experience as different from
Iceland as possible,
he applied and auditioned for the Juilliard
School in New York
City. He was one of
only thirteen students
to be accepted into
his class, which has
a 3% acceptance rate.
The other students
were the cream of
the crop from Russia, China and the
US. “Many of them
knew each other bec au se t hey'd b een
playing in competitions all around the
world,” says Víkingur.
“They'd had a ver y
strict upbringing where they'd had to
practice a lot. I'd come from a very different background. I realised I wasn't
the best in world—far, far from it."
His response was to become the
hardest-working student at the school.
While his fellows revelled in finally
being given the freedom to escape
their punishing childhood practice
regimes, Víkingur went in the opposite direction, seeking to make up for
lost time. In a calendar of student life
at Juilliard, his photograph was captioned “practice room confinement.”
“I'd become famous as the kid
who never left the practice room,” he
laughs. "The practice rooms at Juilliard are notorious. They're little cells
where you fit a grand piano and a
chair, surrounded by dusty curtains,
and nothing else. There are maybe
ten of them, so you can hear what everyone else is practicing. People tend
to practice the things they're really
good at, and really nail it. It can become a kind of macho competition.
In my first year I was thinking: ‘Shit,
this guy sounds so good, I don't sound
that good.’ It was like cold water on my
face. It was a wonderful wakeup call."
But there was still time to enjoy
the city. Víkingur and his actor roommate would call up the Metropolitan
Opera, pretending to be a rich gentleman eager to find out when the first
act would end. “The rich people left
after the oysters and champagne, and
we'd show up and ask these people in
their mink fur coats if we could have
their tickets,” he laughs. “Without exception, they said yes. The gentlemen
were annoyed, but the ladies always
loved this idea of a pair of Juilliard students sneaking in. We'd get $400 seats,
and be sitting there in our jeans with
the New York elite. I got to know the
second half of the opera quite well.”

word puzzle with an answer. I think
that's quite interesting, and I still have
these two sides fighting in me, always.
There's the super analytical side, thinking about structure and proportion,
and the other side—the spontaneous,
demonic side that wants to let it all
happen and do something not too nice.”
It’s a conf lict
that was later
echoed in his
conversations
w ith Phi lip
Glass, who related a si m ilar experience
w h i l e s t u d ying with Nadia
Boulanger and
Ravi Shankar in
1950s Paris. “In
the afternoons,
Boulanger had
him doing
strict counterpoint and a l l
these things,”
says Víkingur.
“ T hen i n t he
e v en i n g s , h e
would be with
Ravi Shankar, taking in a completely
different way of thinking about time,
structure, music, colours, whatever—a different perception of life.”
Both Philip and Víkingur see this
mixture as quintessential to their
music. “That’s perhaps why I'm drawn
to his work,” says Víkingur. “It represents the merging of these extraordinarily contrasting worlds. That's
what I look for in musicians and performers. Björk would be another example—taking in extraordinarily different elements, and making it into
her own. Philip said he was taught
out of hatred in the morning and love
in the evening. And we need both."

"I dreamed that I
walked on stage
and started
playing…
the piano was
too close to the
edge, and it fell
and crushed the
first two rows of
people."

Demonic side
As well as the technical side of playing
the piano, Víkingur was exposed to two
contradictory approaches to performance. One of his teachers was Jerome
Lowenthal, who encouraged an expressive method, with the pianist as the interpretive artist. The other was Robert
McDonald, who saw absolute adhesion
to the score as the only correct path.
“Lowenthal was coming from 18th
century romanticism, and believed
in the nobility of the craft and freedom of expression—that you should
put your stamp on the repertoire, and
never play it the same as it's been played
before,” says Víkingur. “McDonald was
an Austro-Germanic intellectual on
the opposite side of the spectrum. He
saw the score as sacred—like a cross-

Something happens
The last time I meet Víkingur, the
backstage at Harpa is very different.
The buzz of activity is gone, and Diddi
sits on a sofa, passing time with two
stagehands and waiting for Víkingur
to finish. He gestures me through into
the empty maroon expanse of the lowlit Eldborg hall. As the door silently
swings shut behind me, Víkingur sits
centre-stage, hunched over the keys,
hammering out various compositions from the Philip Glass repertoire. Eventually, he stops playing and
stands, startled to see me standing at
the back of the stage. “I need some water!” he exclaims. “It’s a real workout.”
Víkingur stands still for a moment,
steadying himself from the exertion.
“Trying to be on top form requires
some labour,” he says. “Some muscular work and repetition. You want to
have it so ingrained in your muscle
memory that you don't have to think
about the physicality of playing at all
when you're onstage. If you achieve
that, you still have to go way beyond
that level of preparation to be free
onstage; to have new ideas occur on
the stage, and to surprise yourself.”
He looks up the the top tier of the
room, letting a single note ring out,
and listening until the reverberating
sound is gone. “It's so easy to play to
95%, and not many people would know
that it's not my 100%,” he says. “But for
the artist, the only interesting thing
is that last five percent. If you allow
yourself to stop at the 95%, you go
home feeling a little bit sad and empty,
even if it was a great concert in some
ways, and everyone was nice. So it's
a constant torture that takes place.”
He pauses, and smiles, finishing:
“It's the mixture of planning in order
to be able to forget on stage—planning insanely, then getting onstage
and trying not to remember anything.
And then, something happens.”
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FLEX ON LADA...
Stage Dive Fest
April 1, 21:00, Húrra, 1.000 ISK

The third Stage Dive Fest features
resident-Reykjavík-rap-kittycat
Alvia Islandia, resident-Keflavíkhip-hop-weirdos kef LAVÍK, and
resident-Mosfellsbær-cool-rapcrooner Dadykewl. Come for elite
fleek beats, sweet street feats, and
hopefully, uh, no skeet. Psst: Word
is that Dadykewl will be droppin’
some new tracks with producer
genius and GKR collaborator Marteinn at the show. Grab your Supreme tee and Bape hoodie and
nod your head with the best of
them. Sittin on goooold, baby! HJC

CULTURE
NEWS

Rite Of Spring

Ambitious art-dance crossover ‘Fórn’ arrives in Reykjavík
Words
Rex Beckett
Photo
Jónatan
Grétarsson

Reykjavík Fashion Festival
March 23-25, Harpa, 6.990-12.990 ISK

WORRRRRK GURL HALLELU
Drag-Súgur – To Mars!
March 24, Gaukurinn, 2.000 ISK

Do you like throwin’ shade? Sashay-in’? Shante-in’? Well sissy
that walk for Reykjavík’s DragSúgur. Remember bitch: Be like
Alaska, not Shangela, with Rajastyle and a Mariah-attitude. Have
fun, but please don’t pull a Willam (who won a challenge, vomited, and then mysteriously left
the show. Whaat?) Bonus: Tell
us what, “She done already done
had herses,” means and get a free
Grapevine t-shirt. HJC

Runs until April 9 in Borgarleikhúsið
Tickets 5,950 ISK, available on tix.is

‘Fórn’ is a new collaborative performance
piece by Erna Ómarsdóttir (artistic director of the Iceland Dance Company),
Gabríela Friðriksdóttir, Ragnar Kjartansson, Margrét Bjarnadóttir and Matthew Barney. Held in Borgarleikhúsið,
the show takes over the theatre’s entire
space, including the entrance foyer, the
small recesses of the cloakrooms, the
bar, and of course, the stages. This am-

The Devil Wears
Icelandic Fashion

Brush shoulders with Iceland’s
fashion elite. In collaboration
with DesignMarch, Harpa will be
holding a three-day fashion festival, showcasing Iceland’s up-andcoming fashion designers. But we
know what you’re thinking: what
to wear? Channel Meryl Streep in
'The Devi'l Wears Prada and you
can’t go wrong. In fact, we could
all benefit from being a little more
Miranda Priestly. That’s all. JS

Fórn / Sacrifice

bitious use of the space is quite novel in
this location, which usually offers a more
traditional theatre experience—here,
it feels more like a 101 gallery opening.
The performance itself begins from
the moment guests enter, as they’re
greeted by a dreamy, circus-like marketplace, and it goes on to include film,
dance, spoken word, 'hate yoga', happenings, and direct engagement with artists
and performers. This pastiche-style curation is impressive and experimental,
and the entire performance feels like an
ongoing process—a breathing organism.
‘Fórn’’s most standout moments are
the choreographies by Erna Ómars-

dóttir and Ragnar Kjartansson. The
former employs her trademark use
of the body as something primal and
grotesque within the larger, more polished context of the dance company’s
home theatre. Although her piece
causes anxiety, it is also incredibly
humorous, clever, and deeply calculated. Ragnar and Margrét Bjarnadóttir's piece ‘Ekkert á Morgun’ (“No
Tomorrow,” in English) is astoundingly beautiful and life-affirming, with
the dancers performing exceptionally skilled manoeuvres, while having their hands full the entire time.
As a whole, the experience is immersive and unique. It’s also particularly long, clocking in at a mammoth
five hours, and requiring stamina,
patience, and possibly a couple of coffees. But we all have to make sacrifices.
SHARE: gpv.is/for04

Straumur
Words
Óli Dóri &
Davíð Roach
Straumur,
Iceland's
premier indie
music radio
show, airs on
X977, Mon. at
23:00. Daily
music news
in Icelandic at
straum.is

Autotuned Crooning
& Organic Machines
Everybody’s favorite autotune teenage crooner, Aron Can, just released
the first single from his debut LP,
‘ÍNÓTT’ (“TONIGHT,” in English),
expected to drop later this year. The
song “Fullir Vasar” (“Deep Pockets”),
is a melancholic banger about romantic love and selling drugs in the afterhours. In the video, the aforementioned Aron strolls around a huge
penthouse with a view all over Reykjavík, while lamenting all the hard work
and long hours he has to put up with
to fill those deep pockets. Not to mention his constantly ringing phone. No
wonder: Aron Can’s mixtape, which
came out last year, contained the
most streamed song in Iceland in
2016, “Enginn Mórall,” which racked
up almost a million plays on Spotify.
This month also saw the release
of a six-song EP, ‘Ljóstillífun’ (“Photosynthesis”), by Icelandic electronic

musician Án, aka Elvar S. Júlíusson.
It combines minimalist neo-classical
piano compositions with rumbling
bass and all sorts of scrambled noises, resulting in beautiful headphone
soundscapes reminiscent of ambienttechno maestro Jon Hopkins. There’s
an abundance of melodies on the album, often more subdued than grand,
gradually morphing and bleeding into
each other. It’s highly functional music
that gets your brain moving without
screaming loudly for your full attention, so it seems like an ideal enhancer
for owther creative endeavours.
Jófríður Ákadóttir just released
her debut solo LP, ‘Brazil’, under the
moniker JFDR. Some kind of a wunderkind, Jófríður was first noted for
the band Pascal Pinon—a duo with
her twin sister—at only fourteen
years of age. Since than, she has
gained international attention with

Samaris, and the Icelandic sort-of-supergroup Gangly. Her first solo offering is unlike anything she has made
before—or anything that‘s going on
right now, for that matter. The texture is electronic, yet organically produced, like beautiful flowers growing
out of old decaying machines.
“Higher State” starts with a lullaby piano and Jófríður’s delicate
voice, than all of a sudden, a wave
of a scrambled radio signal washes
over the track, threatening to take
over, before receding like an ocean
wave. Her voice has grown in both
range and emotion—it’s fragile and
unbreakable, and can tower over a
track, or supplement the music. It
might be the best thing she’s recorded. At the very least, it’s a very strong
LP, and will probably end up among
the year’s best Icelandic albums.

Culture Feature

The Inklaw team: In the back Róbert,
Christopher, Anton. In front Guðjón.

The Law Behind
Inklaw
Iceland’s streetwear domination

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen

Photos: Art Bicnick

Inklaw show at Reykjavik
Fashion Festival
Harpa Silfurberg March 24-25
Tickets from 6,990, buy at en.harpa.is

T he boys beh i nd Icela nd ic
streetwear brand Inklaw Clothing
share a camaraderie rarely seen in
anyone but brothers. They finish
each other’s sentences, tell each
other’s backstories, and quickly
answer for each other when asked
about personal tastes, working
habits, quirks, and inspirations.
To get the details on any of the

four—Guðjón, Róbert, Christopher and Anton—you’d only need
to talk to one. But while, like
close friends, they constantly
crack jokes and rip on each other,
when discussing their business
they completely switch, relaying
their vision with an insight and
sophistication far beyond their
years. The Ink law studio contains four men with big dreams,
big aspirations, and the drive
and savvy to accomplish them.

The $treetwear $cene
If you’re not familiar with hip-hop
culture or its related interests, you

THE NEW
LEGEND
NEW VERSIONS OF THE
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

INGÓLFSTORG

probably don’t know much about
street wear. For outsiders, the
hype around it can seem surprising, considering its
main demographic—teenage and
t went ysometh ing
boys—aren’t usually associated with
fashion. W hi le it
started with urban
a n d s u b c u lt u r e related brands
li ke St üssy and
Kangol, in recent
yea rs st reet wea r
has been embraced
and appropriated
by mainstream high fashion. Supreme—arguably the most famous
streetwear brand at the moment—
just dropped a collection with
Louis Vuitton. Kanye West’s Yeezy
shoes sell out almost immediately,
as do releases from brands like
Bape and Palace. It’s a worldwide
phenomenon, with a thriving rep
market on sites like AliExpress,
Taobao and Reddit. Search online

and you’ll find guides on how to
distinguish between a fake Supreme tag and a real one. No joke.
Reykjavík is no
exception. Go to any
high school—or the
bar at Prikið—and
yo u’ l l s p o t b oy s
sporting Russian
brand Gosha Rubchinskiy’s t-shirts,
or shoes by Japanese designer Yoh j i Ya m a m o t o . .

“People were
really excited,
because there
was finally a
brand that was
more in line
with clothing
elsewhere in the
world.”

Origin story

Iceland’s answer to
the streetwear craze is Inklaw.
The brand was started in 2013 by
two 19-year old friends, Guðjón
and Róbert. At the time, they were
both in high school, working part
time at clothing stores in Reykjavík. While not yet explicitly into
fashion yet that time, they were
both massive h ip-hop-heads.
“We were always seeing these
hip-hop stars wearing cool stuff,

“Awesome experience”

and we just felt like everything
we were wearing was outdated,”
says Robert. “It was last season.”
Guðjón nods. “We felt like the selection [in Iceland] was not for
us. All these hip-hop artists we
loved were dressing in such fresh
stuff, and we had none of it here.”
In response, Guðjón made a
collection of tanks with logos on
them for his friends. Soon after,
his grandma gave him her old sewing machine and that’s when, the
boys explain, Inklaw was officially
born. The hype was immediate.
“People were really excited,” says
Guðjón, “because there was finally
a brand that was more in line with
clothing elsewhere in the world.”
Guðjón is entirely self-taught.
He watched YouTube videos, and
through trial and error learned
the intricacies of designing and
creating. He did enroll in sewing
classes at one point, he coyly admits, but quickly found out they
weren’t his style. “My mom would
drive me to school and I’d just wait
and take the bus home,” he says. “I
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Taste the best
of Iceland ...
... in one amazing meal
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín

The Inklaw Wall of Fame
sports some serious names,
both domestic and
international

Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with
lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

7.990 kr.
late night dining
didn’t really like making dresses.”
He shrugs and laughs: “I just wanted to make everything myself.”

From Suriname
to Kuwait
This self-sufficiency and drive are
the secret behind Inklaw’s success.
“We learned everything on our
own,” he says, “and when you’re
doing that you try really hard. You
won’t stop until you get it right.”
The rest of the boys nod, and
then start ripping on this time in
Inklaw’s history. “If I saw someone
today wearing those first pieces,”
Guðjón says, looking pretty horrified, “I’d be like, ‘Sorry mate, can
you give that back? I’ll give you a
new piece.’ They are so bad.” The
rest facetiously agree but Guðjón
looks serious. “You know I’ve actually done that.”
While Guðjón
designed, Róbert
took up marketi ng a nd socia l
media. “We just
posted constantly,” he explains.
“O t her bra nd s
post one photo
a week, but we
were posting two pictures a day.”
They also sought attention from
abroad, knowing they’d have to
get a following overseas before the
Icelandic streetwear crowd would
be interested. “We talked to Instagram influencers and tastemakers
and stylists and sent them clothes,”
says Robert, “and we slowly got
a following.” Now they have almost 60k followers, and have sold
merchandise to locations as far
away as Suriname and as bizarre
as a US military base in Kuwait.
Both boys eventually quit school
to work full-time on the brand, and
were joined by Anton, who took up
the business side, and Christopher,
who helps with manufacturing.

The Celebrity Touch
Most notably, though, they’ve become a personal favorite of Justin
Bieber.
Everyone in the room lights up
when it’s brought up. In a prior
interview, the Inklaw crew was
asked about their dream client,
and immediately answered Bieber.
It was a dream come true then,
when, months later, they were
given the opportunity to stock
Bieber’s dressing room during his
September stop in Iceland. They
continually interrupt each other
when telling the story, each wanting to be the one who spills the
most exciting details. “He asked
us to fly to Paris and meet him at
his show.”
Another interrupts: “He wore
the shirt we gave him in Iceland for
the next five concerts after. The
same shirt every
n ig ht .” Rób er t
smiles. “In Paris
t h e y d r ove u s
i n a black c a r
through a gate
and g i rls were
screaming li ke
‘Bieber’s friends!
Bieber’s friends!’ It was crazy.’”
Though they sound like fanboys,
their excitement isn’t from some
Beatles-Coming-to-America attitude. It’s rather the happiness of
artists that were recognized by an
artist they respect—the best kind
of validation.
But what’s next for Inklaw? The
brand will be at Reykjavík Fashion Festival—the only menswear
brand present, in fact—where
they will drop a new collection.
“The last few years have been
preparation for us,” Róbert says,
seriously. “But this year is the beginning of the brand. We are going to do a lot. We’ve been experimenting, and this year will be big.”

Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

A UNIQUE THEATRE EXPERIENCE IN ENGLISH

“They drove us in
a black car through
a gate and girls
were screaming like
‘Bieber’s friends!
Bieber’s friends!’

SHARE: gpv.is/ink4

T H E G R E AT E S T H I T S
I N 75 M I N U T E S

HARPA CONCERT HALL / TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT ICELANDICSAGAS.COM AND HARPA.IS
MIDASALA@HARPA.IS / +354 528 5050

Best Of Reykjavík

Stay Classy

Where to find Reykjavík’s best cocktails
Words: John Rogers, Hannnah Jane Cohen
Photos: Art Bicnick, Timothée Lambrecq
Just a few years ago, drinking culture in Reykjavík was a lot more
bleak than it is today. Asking for
a cocktail in a regular downtown
drinking hole would most probably result in a spirit and mixer,
with a slice of lime if you were
lucky. But today, most bars offer
a cocktail or two. Some, of course,
are better than others. And that’s
where we come in. So whether you’re looking to start your
evening with an espresso martini pick-me-up, or to end your day
with a local invention, here are a
few of our favourites.

Bar Ananas
If you’re looking for a good cocktail without a hoity-toity atmosphere, tiki-themed Bar Ananas
is your best bet—the crowd is
pretty stylish, but it’s fine to wear
whatever you wore to the Golden
Circle that day. It might not be the
first place you’d expect a memorable cocktail, but it will prove you
wrong. Fruity and tropical is the
go-to, so don’t order a whiskey sour

but instead opt for some tequila.
My favourite? The White Widow:
tequila, cucumber and dill—a
beach holiday in a cup. HJC

Fishmarket/Grillmarket
These twin high-end restaurants are also a great place for a
cocktail. Fishmarket has a firstfloor lounge where you can try a
mouthwatering wasabi mojito,
a jalapeño margarita or a cherry
sour. Grillmarket has a basement
bar where you can try fruity reups of the classics such as a rhubarb mojito, as well as a range of
creative recipes using only Icelandic ingredients. JR
Geiri Smart
My first time here I was served by
an enthusiastic bartender named
Fannar. He excitedly explained to
me that he had dipped the glass in
cold absinthe before pouring the
cocktail into it. I was fascinated,
but after a few more visits to the
restaurant concluded that these
extraordinary touches are ordi-
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nary at Geiri Smart. Every single
drink is so perfectly thought-out
that you could easily lose yourself
for hours just watching the bartenders work their magic. HJC
Hverfisgata 12
While it’s best known for creatively topped pizzas, Hverfisgata
12’s ground-floor drinking room
offers a nice line in lovingly prepared cocktails. The bartenders take pride in their work, and
flamed citrus peel seems to be
the house’s signature flavour.
Their Bloody Mary is made using,
and I quote, “pizza juice”—try it
out at the same time as their decadent brunch menu. JR

Snaps
Snaps is a French-style bistro that
manages to feel classy enough for
a fancy meal, but casual enough
to walk in whenever. There’s a
wraparound bar in the main
room where you can perch on a
stool people-watching, and see
your drink being made in front of
you, or a tiny atmospheric basement bar with some tucked-away
sofas. They offer some pleasant
variations on the classics, including a Reyka vodka martini, a
signature Snaps Margarita and a
well-priced kir royal. JR

SELECTION
FROM BEST OF
REYKJAVÍK
2017
Best Newcomer Bar

Pablo
Discobar

Veltusund 1
This brand new fancy-ass cocktail club is a completely unique
and welcome addition to Reykjavík’s nightlife and it’s causing
quite a stir! It’s rather upscale
and you need to book a table
and check your bank account
before you go throw down for a
lot of their acrobatically mixed
drinks, but the experience is
entirely worth it. The place has
a gorgeous 70s tiki lounge/Boogie Nights décor and the throwback disco music is on point.
Bienvenido!
Best Bookshop

Slippbarinn
Probably Reykjavík’s best-known
cocktail bar, Slippbarinn is located in the ground floor of Hotel
Marina on the city’s old harbour.
The ever-changing menu is more
like a compilation of experiments,
often using locally made ingredients such as birch liquor, Reyka vodka or the traditional go-to
slammer, Brennivín. For my money, they serve the best espresso
martini in town—an expertly prepared short cocktail that’s strong,
just sweet enough, and not over-diluted in the making. JR

Sushi Social
Along with being one of the best
restaurants in Reykjavík, Sushi
Social is also without a doubt one
of the top cocktail destinations
in the city. Their menu is extensive—and I mean extensive—so
if you have trouble with choosing
between 100 equally appealing
items, this might not be the place
for you. That said, they’ve essentially got everything here—fancy
martinis, amazing mojitos, caipirinhas, and even the requisite
Brennivín item. HJC
This is a just a sample of our favourite
cocktail places—also check out Apotek, Pablo Discobar & more.
SHARE: gpv.is/bestof

Mál og
Menning

Laugavegur 18
While downtown Reykjavík has
quite a few large book shops, in
line with the city’s standing as
a UNESCO City of Literature,
Mál og Menning occupies a
special place in the hearts of
Icelanders. It has three levels
with great curated displays of
the latest titles, and for visitors, there’s an area dedicated
to selling recent and classic Icelandic literature in the English
language. “They have the most
space and the best selection,”
said the panel. “It has a good atmosphere—there’s no question
that it’s the best in town.” The
café is a haunt of local writers,
and it hosts occasional book
launches and readings, too.
Best Art Museum

WE ARE HIRING!
Tour guides · Glacier guides · Drivers ·
· Customer service staff
We need more likeminded men and women, who are
passionate about Iceland and the world we live in. We believe in
sustainable and intelligent tourism that benefit nature and people.
We pay equal salary for women and men, natives and foreigners.
Send us your CV to Einar G. Einarsson at:
iicgiceland@gmail.com
All details on
goecco.com
icecaveguides.com

The National
Gallery

Fríkirkjuvegur 7
Iceland’s National Gallery sits
on the shore of the town pond,
Tjörnin. Our panel praised its
“interesting mix of older international exhibitions, often
from Nordic and older Icelandic
artists, alongside people like
Jeff Koons, Louise Bourgeois
and fairly out-there contemporary stuff.” They also liked the
museum’s “interesting mix of
provocative new work and 20th
century Icelandic work that
isn’t on display at other museums.” It’s a labyrinthine network of spaces where you could
easily spend an afternoon.
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Best Of Reykjavík

Great collection,
good prices

Perfect Day:
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

there is soft and nice and everything smells like pancakes and fish.
The menu has slim pickings for vegetarians and vegans, but ask what
they have that day and they’ll make
something nice.

Photo Art Bicnick

Around midday

If the weather is still, and your
mindset therefore good, take a seaside walk with a lover or a friend
and talk about art and science and
life and stuff. If the weather is super
still, and the mentality super good,
drive out of town for a walk. The
best game in life is to walk aimlessly and be an exploring observer.
In the afternoon

Ása Dýradóttir

First thing in the morning

Musician

I’m an early bird that doesn’t have to
be—I don’t have children or a regular “job,” so I have time to myself
in the morning. It makes me feel
spoiled, and it’s my favourite part of the day.
I make coffee, exercise,
plan my week, go over
ideas, read, and feel
like a privileged asshole. If I have a day off
it’s nice to go swimming at Vesturbæjarlaug or Sundhöllin.
It’s best to go at 9am
on weekdays, because people who
have normal jobs are gone, and the
school kids aren’t there yet so you
have a chance for solitude.

Ása Dyradóttir is a musician who
just moved from Reykjavík to London. Her band MAMMÚT are currently preparing to release their
fourth LP, ‘Kinder Versions’, on June
23. “I’m currently in Reykjavik for
a week before a US tour,” said Ása,
“then we’ve a UK & Europe tour in
May, and some summer festivals.
I’m also working on recordings at
Cable Studios in London, for MAMMÚT, and solo experimentation.”
Favourite breakfast place

I usually have breakfast at home, or
not at all, but since my apartment is
on Baldursgata, I go to Brauð & Co.
when I wanna feel like a luxurious
morning king. They open super
early, so it’s great to go when the
town is still asleep. Their bread is so
fucking good it makes me want to
cry. I’ve actually cried while eating
it. That Danish wheat...

My perfect afternoon would be
spent playing, rehearsing and recording with my band. Even though
we just finished a heavy album that
took its toll, and should be fed up
with each other. I feel honoured to
have the opportunity to create music and art with people I respect and
consider family, and to travel the
world with them. When you grow
older in this music
business, you realise
that’s hardly ever the
case.

"I wanna
feel like a
luxurious
morning
king"

For lunch

I used to live on Grandi, and it became my favourite area in Reykjavík. I loved going to Kaffivagninn,
the most honest café in town. It’s
filled with sailors, locals, and occasional travellers. The big windows
look over the harbour, and the vibe

Vital Info

For dinner

The fact that Reykjavik
still hasn’t got a decent
veggie phở gives me an
excuse to almost only
eat pizza when dining out. I’m a
margarita pervert. Hverfisgata 12
is my favourite. If I’m feeling too
fat for a pizza, I love having some
curry at Ban Thai, or a veggie soup
at Noodle Station. All of the above
is heavenly.

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right
(i.e. E4) tell you position on
the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open 09-21

F7

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

E5

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E5

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

E5

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 E4

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

E5

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 E5

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3

E4

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

Public Transport

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18 D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

Most buses run every 20–30 min,
Fare:440 ISK adults, 210 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–24:00
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 D3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 F4

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4

Green Room
Lækjargata 6a

E4

SHARE: gpv.is/tw04

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18
Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28
Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by
Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall and
the Reykjavík Library.

Pharmacies

Venue Finder

Húrra
Naustin		

Public Toilets

Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

TAX FREE

E4

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Swimming Pools

www.theviking.is

B5
Bankastræti 5

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Reykjavík

e:info@theviking.is

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 D3

Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices

Akureyri

D3

Useful Numbers

Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Skólavörðustíg 3 · Reykjavík
Skólavörðustíg 25 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

Austur
Austurstræti 7

t
Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

The viking:info

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

D3
E7

D3

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17
Better Weather
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41

E6

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17 E5
The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4
Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,
Hafnarfjörður

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4

D4

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 D3
Tue–Fri 11–17,
Sat 13–17 and by
appointment.

Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4

D3

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

D3

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 B2
Open daily 10-17

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3AE5 Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
The National
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Gallery of Iceland
Mon-Thu 12–19, Fri
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
12-18, Sat–Sun 13–17
Tue–Sun 11–17
The National Museum Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 B2
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17 G2
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
The Nordic House
Laugarnestangi 70
Sturlugata 5
H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Reykjavík Art Gallery
Mon-Fri 10-16
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
Sólon Bistro
Reykjavík Art Museum Bankastræti 7a E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
- Hafnarhús
Fri-Sat 11-01, Sun
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-20 11-23
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17

H8

Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12 G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat
13-16
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 E5

The Map
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Grandagarður 2

LA H

RIN

This beloved casual-chic French
H R I N GBR A
style bistro has a forget-you’rein-Reykjavík vibe thanks to its lush
greenery and warm lighting. On
a grey day, nothing beats sitting
by the greenhouse walls with an
excellent French onion soup. They
make a stellar crème brûlée as well.
LSV EGU

R

9. Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

This converted former biscuit
factory is loved by visitors and
locals alike. It’s the perfect place
for lunch or dinner and has a
warm and welcoming atmosphere,

SN
D
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Party Every Night.
Cocktails! Bottle Service!
Live Music Every Night!
BA
UG
AN
50ES different kinds of beer.
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!
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If you’re a gourmand looking for a
memorable meal when in Reykjavík,
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases
the best of Iceland with seasonal
ÞO
RR
menus,
paying homage to the
AG
AT
Abounty, executed with all
island’s
If you want classic Icelandic cuisine
the tweezer precision of modern
with a dramatic, modern flair, this is
cuisine. Don’t even think twice
the place to go. The cod head is an
about splurging for the sevenInstagram sensation (and delicious
course menu—it’s the only way to
too), but if it’s too experimental for
do it.
you, try one of the tasting menus—
Reykjavík
Domestic
and go to town on the appetizers.
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8. Snaps
Terminal
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Nordic House
Culture Center

any plastic takeaway containers
here.
The food here is delicious and
EG
GE
über-healthy.
Try the fresh pressed
RT
SG
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Asalad and raw lasagne.
juices, fresh
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Gló is a largely vegetarian café
with a strong emphasis on being
eco-conscious—you won’t find

TR J 16
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library
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National
Theatre
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University
of Iceland

ASA
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5. Gló
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A dedicated vegan café, Kaffi Vínyl
S
offers wholesome vegan
TA fare in
RH
AG
generous portions with soy-based
I
meat substitutes and non-dairy
milk options for beverages. As the
name suggests, they have a huge
record collection and DJs several
times a weeks. With the crackle
of vinyl lending a warm and cosy
atmosphere, and healthy guilt-free
food—what more could you want?
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Ban Thai is one of those rare gems
in Iceland that consistently deliver
tongue-tickling, satisfying Thai fare,
despite the challenges of being
on a distant island, nowhere near
Thailand. They have been awarded
Grapevine’s “Best Thai” award a
whopping four years in a row. Also,
Russell Crowe visited once. Trust
FÁ
LK is
us—go and see what all the fuss
AG
AT
A
about.
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25

STH

GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517
WWW.SAGAMUSEUM.IS
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A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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Concert
Hall

Reykjavík
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One of Reykjavík’s finest bakeries.
Regulars swear by their “snuðurs”—
cinnamon bread rolls smothered
with a sugary glaze.
M They take it
EL
HA these
a step further and stuff
G
I and
classics with
blueberries
NE
SH
AG inappropriate
whatnot, eliciting
I
satisfied moans. Get there early to
snatch a warm one.
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Hornið was the first Italian
restaurant in Iceland, and its
reputation for authentic Italian
food still prevails. This year, Hornið
R
LLI
was given the
V Etitle of “Best Pizza”
RA
A
in Grapevine’s
Best Of Reykjavík
I ST
ME
awards. With thin-crust pizzas and
no-frills Italian-American
flair—in
UR
EGas well as the toppings—
V
the décor
S
ÓL
KJ
AS place is a local treasure.
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Yeoman Boutique
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Grandagarði 101
Old Harbour Reykjavík
open daily - 517 24 24
hello@kumiko.is
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Celebrated Icelandic fashion
designer Hildur Yeoman has
just opened the doors of
her brand new boutique, at
Skólavörðustígur 22b. As well
as selling her own designs—
womenswear characterised
by flowing shapes made from
fine fabrics with colourful,
distinctive, busy prints—the
new store will also feature work
by an assortment of Hildur's
fellow designers, as well as
shoes, jewellery, French tea and
other interesting trinkets. JR
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Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine City
Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our BestOf awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.

Let‘s have

3

Hótel
Loftleiðir

Eagle Air
Terminal

AUSTURSTRAETI 8 • REYKJAVIK
5

M

7

6

8

9
to go anytime for almost any
reason—whether it’s weeknight
drinks, dancing with your friends
or catching a gig in their excellent
music and events programme. They
even have karaoke downstairs!

J

I

SOUP
SALAD &
BUFFET
EVERYDAY

selling bric-a-brac, secondhand
clothes, unusual foods, antique
postcards, lopapeysur, and the
occasional religious booth filled
with literature and pamphlets.

20. Krónan

13. Prikið

Fiskislóð 1-21, Skarfagarðar 2 (&
other locations)

Bankastræti 12

ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K
BRUNCH

LOCAL AND FOREIGN DISHES
BAR

Laugavegur 18

Veltusund 1

There are a handful of Red Cross
locations in Reykjavík, the most
popular of which is a small store on
Laugavegur. Here you’ll be able to
find some pretty cool and unique
stuff for cheap prices.
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Kolaportið is a huge indoor flea
market that takes
place on
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The Icelandic wool sweater's
popularity with visitors means that
they’re sometimes mass-produced.
But one place you know you’ll get the
real deal is Handprjónasambandið,
Iceland’s very own hand-knitting
association. They have plenty of
different styles and colours available,
so choose wisely!
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Húrra has been awarded
Grapevine’s coveted “Best AllAround Bar.” It’s a great place
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Kjötborg is a neighbourhood
convenience store that takes
people back to the days before
supermarkets and chains. A
favourite with Vesturbær locals, it’s
a bastion of continuity in a rapidly
changing city.
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This spot was awarded Grapevine’s
“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to
say, it’sEthe
GU R perfect place to satisfy
A RV
pregnancy
cravings, splitting
A LL
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hangovers and midnight binges. We
recommend the lamb kofte wrap:
it’s to die for.
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Paloma is a place to cut loose. It has
BA R DJs and
two floors with different
MA
H LÍ
Ðroom
atmospheres, with plenty of
to dance. The place
M ÁisV so big, in fact,
AHL
Í Ð long
that you won’t have to battle
lines at the bar. This
is
the
place to
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go for a fun, messy Ptime.
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Bravó is Húrra’s
A R Hsister bar. They have
LÍ Ð
Icelandic beers on
tap and DJs at
SK A
the weekend,
but one of the best
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Ð
things about Bravó
is its lengthy
happy hours—all the way from
11am to 8pm, in fact.
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sneakers, with people camping
outside the store to get their
hands on a new pair. Needless to
say, this store is shaping fashion in
downtown Reykjavík.
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perfect for the whole family. Try
their trademark spicy “Freedom
Burger” and wash it down with an
Icelandic brew.
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Here you’ll find locals and tourists
chilling by day and partying by
night. It’s a great place to go on
weeknights, as the weekends can
get pretty packed with long lines—
but those parties do get wild.
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Lucky Records is probably the
biggest record store in Iceland,
with shelves upon shelves of new
and used vinyl and CDs on offer.
They have a small stage where
bands perform, and an expert staff.
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This place has a unique and HÁTÚ
N
constantly rotating selection of
beers from MikkellerLand
other
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carefully
craft breweries,
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R
HObartenders, and it’s
knowledgeable
LT
located upstairs from Hverfisgata
12, so you get good weekend DJs,
fancy bar snacks and pizzas.
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Microbar won this year’s “Best Beer
Selection” in the Best Of Reykjavík
awards. They feature local beer
Ú N connoisseur,
samplers for
the
A RTbrew
B O RG
and a huge selection of beers
for the casual
taster. With a calm
SA
MT
Úfriendly
atmosphere and
bar staff,
N
this is the place to get your beer on.
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This bookshop has a special place
in the hearts of Icelanders. It has
three levels with curated displays of
the latest titles, and there’s an area
dedicated to selling recent and
classic Icelandic lit in English.
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This fancy-ass cocktail place is
one of the more upscale clubs in
Reykjavík. It has 70s tiki lounge/
Boogie Nights décor, and the
throwback disco music is on point.
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21. Mál og Menning

14. Pablo Discobar

Hverfisgata 33, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 588 8818
www.kryddleginhjortu.is

Sigurjón
Art
Museum

This supermarket chain is head and
shoulders above the rest when it
comes to size and the quality and
variety of produce on offer, as well
as their lengthy opening hours.

With its packed and grinding dance
floor and huge social smoking
area, this hip-hop spot is another
classic drinking hole. It’s got a good
happy hour, fun DJs and a generally
upbeat atmosphere.

LUNCH AND DINNER MENU
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BRING
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BURRITO

‘Brazil’
by JFDR

Words: Jófríður Ákadóttir
& John Rogers
Photo: Blair Alexander Massie

TRACK BY

Jófríður Ákadótt i r i s a si nger
TRACK
of many guises.
She’s the voice
of acclaimed electronica trio Samaris, one half of Pascal Pinon,
and one third of low-key supergroup GANGLY. For the past year,
she’s been recording her debut solo
album, under the JFDR moniker.
“‘Brazil’ is a very dear album to
me,” she says. “I should say that
I never intended to make this album—it happened unexpectedly,
like a particularly beautiful sunset. I met a very singular person,
Shahzad Ismaily, who believed
in me to the extent that I gained
the superpowers needed to start
this—and to see it through.”

spread its strings and tangled them
tightly and abstractly. My schedule
was chaotic and nonsensical—never a still moment, until that particular Whitsunday drive, which
tied together two worlds: away,
and home. On one side
was the ocean, and on
the other a wide, empty landscape. The bus
drove alongside a flock
of Arctic terns, and I
yearned to be one—to
free myself of the mess
I had hanging over
me, ahead and behind.

Anew

It started with a drive from Keflavík airport to Reykjavík, one wild
summer in my life. My heart had

Instant Patience

I took inspiration from the most
profound love letter I have ever
received and stitched together
its words and emotions directly
into the song. It’s about the randomness in our paths; asking immense questions like how we got
to the place we find ourselves in,
and how we make the connections
that matter the most to us. The
music contains much mystery and
openness, and the chord progression never resolves; it loops three
chords instead of four in a moving
interval of fifths, never fully confirming its emotion or intention.
“Wires” is about an explosion of
connectivity with another person, so
strong it was almost as if there was
physical wiring between the two.

Dunkin

ALL DAY

ALL BAGELS 599ISK. EVERY DAY

Stephen Spaccarelli and I were
both residents of Figure 8 Recording—Shahzad’s Brook lyn studio—the first night I stayed there.
I wanted to practice, and finish
the lyrics for this song,
but his sleeping situation was only a step
away from the piano.
He insisted I play anyway, and I lulled him
to sleep, whispering
quietly and pressing
the keys as lightly as
I could while I formulated lyrics about the
beauty and sadness
that passes you by in your dreams.

“I took inspiration from
the most
profound
love letter
I have ever
received...”

As much as “White Sun” is a manifestation of disorder, “Anew” is the
moment when things start to clear
up. The lyrics, melody, and chord
progression attest to a fresh start,
and a celebratory cymbal welcomes
you into the new world that's waiting.

Wires
White Sun

Higher State

Mexican food that is a true
fiesta for your taste buds!
We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut,
Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun,
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

Anything Goes

This is the ultimate heartbreak
song. I had to write it, and I’ve never entered that space since then. It
was practicing facing the current,
and letting it wash me over, and
ultimately letting go completely.

Airborne

I started writing “Airborne” in this
person’s bed, and I finished it in
the studio, as I was processing the
gentlest and most comforting of
break-ups. Of course, they never
are. Shahzad and I drew it up with
intense, chaotic drumming, pushing through any empty space left.
We were both processing the situation in our own way.

Destiny’s Upon Us

The beginning of August is the
end of summer—a time for harvest. A seed turns into a plant,
that turns into a seed again.
This song is a celebration of that.

LISTEN &SHARE: gpv.is/tt04

Now offering
catering service!

© 2017 DD IP Holder LLC.

Laugavegur 3
Kringlan
Hagasmári 9
Leifstöð
Fitjar

Open:
Mondays-Saturdays 11:30-22:30
Sundays 16:00-22:00

Music

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

MUSIC

As spring threatened
to appear, Icelandic
musicians also seemed
to come out of hibernation, with a glut of March releases.
Downtown rap crew Sturla Atlas, aka
the 101 boys, dropped a new mixtape.
This time, there are English lyrics, so
you can understand that—as you
perhaps suspected—their auto-tuned
chatter is mostly about money, drinking, and drugs. Jófríður Ákadótiir’s
long awaited solo album—released
under her JFDR moniker—finally came
out, on download and vinyl: read about
it in detail on page 31. Popular low-key
techno duo Kiasmos—aka Ólafur
Arnalds and Janus Rasmussen—announced they’re working on new
material, saying: “It’s more of a dance
party, with a bit of emotion in it.”
Speaking of emotional dance parties,
Björk hit the news by making a guest
DJ appearance at London’s Corsica
Studios alongside collaborators Arca
and Jessie Kanda, before heading to
Mexico for a live show and the Mexican
opening of ‘Björk: Digital’. In the meantime, Ásgeir also dropped a new easylistening pop track called “Stardust.”
You can hear it on YouTube—or in an
airport hotel lobby near you—now.

NEWS

T-Minus Fifteen
Minutes To Burnout

Hermigervill's hypothetical infrasonic frequencies
Words: Steindór Grétar Jónsson Photo: Art Bicnick
“Do you know the song ‘One
Note Samba?’ This track is called
‘Brown Note Samba,’” says Sveinbjörn Thorarensen, known professionally as Hermigervill. He's
referencing the hypothetical infrasonic frequency that would
make people lose control of their
bowels due to resonance. “There
are theories, but we don't know
if it's possible,” he says. “The frequencies are somewhere below
20hz, so humans can't hear them.”
This tongue-in-cheek nerdiness is part of what has made
Sveinbjörn such a popular fixture of the Icelandic music scene.
We sit down in the hip Kreuzberg
neighbourhood of Berlin, the city
where he spends as much time
as possible. All smiles, two red
braids cascading down from under his baseball cap, he recounts
last night's escapades at notorious club institution Berghain.
“Berlin's techno scene fascinates
me,” he says. “All my life I've tried
to make techno and failed. Everything I make is just too jolly, I
guess.”

Smart young people

A hardware enthusiast, Sveinbjörn
made a string of solo records introducing his unique sensibilities.
“For the last five years, I've been
collaborating, and it’s opened my
life up so much,” he says, “both

musically and personally. I used
to be kind of antisocial and somewhat insular. But now I'm excited
about collaborative projects. I
thrive on them.”
In fact, the charming beatmaker has his hand in a myriad of projects—almost too many to count.
He was a member of Retro Stefson,
who disbanded at the end of 2016,
but he immediately joined another
heavy-touring crowd favorite, FM
Belfast. And his collaboration with
brothers Logi Pedro and Unnsteinn
Manuel Stefánsson has continued,
despite the end of Retro Stefson.
“They've been a huge influence on me,” says Sveinbjörn. “I
just think young people today are
smarter than you and I were back
then. I try to spend as much time
as possible with young and fresh
people. They keep me going, both in
terms of creativity and motivation.”
Given Sveinbjörn’s additional
work with Berndsen, Karó and, most
recently, Sturla Atlas, one wonders
how he finds time to sleep. “I'm always in the state of almost having a
burnout,” he smiles. “That's my modus operandi: fifteen minutes to
burnout. Still, you have to keep life
interesting.”

the classic PC program of the same
name. The track came out on Eskimo Recordings, a Belgian label
known for space disco by the likes
of Lindstrøm and Prins Thomas.
His forthcoming solo album is a
fully instrumental hip-hop album,
however. It’s a forward-looking
approach, says Sveinbjörn. “All
my projects have been somewhat
backwards-looking, sample-based,
made to sound like they're from the
seventies,” he explains. “But I want
this one to sound a specific way.
One track is made completely on
an iPhone. I think what defines the
most exciting music of today is just
not giving a fuck. Doing whatever
you want without context.”
Admitting that he’s in the dark
about the marketing side of the
industry, Sveinbjörn wants to do
things right this time, after a string
of catastrophes. “One time I released an album and the label went
bankrupt the next day,” he says.
“Another time, I released an album
and the whole stock disappeared.
Nobody knows what happened. One
time I released an album, and it sold
out, but the people involved never
paid me. Everything's gone wrong.”
Nearing the end of our chat, he
suddenly remembers one more
project, asking: “Did you hear about
the lightning music I made in the
UK?” I hadn't. “I made music for
dancers wearing metal armour
with lightning shoot out of them.
Midi-controlled music—drum 'n'
bass—at Glastonbury, for forty
thousand people. A twenty-metretall spider.”
Somehow this all seems normal when Sveinbjörn says it.

Lightning music

In February, Hermigervill released
the track “Solitaire,” along with a
tripped-out music video based on

NO BUN
NO FUN

LISTEN &SHARE: gpv.is/herm04

Shoegaze band Oyama hit the news
recently when one of their singers,
Júlía Hermanssdóttir, was inexplicably
denied entry to the United States for
a short tour, even having previously
lived and studied in New York. Conspiracy theories abounded: was there
a secret Trump travel ban on shoegaze
musicians? Or was it because she was
actually in attendance at Obama’s
second inauguration? Either way, the
band were not to be deterred—she rejoined them for the UK leg of the tour,
during which the band released their
first new track since their 2014 debut
album, ‘Coolboy’. The song is called

“Handsome Devil,” and you can hear it
on Spotify or YouTube.

Iceland once again went into Eurovision overdrive this month as the finals
of the contest to decide the Icelandic
entry into the 2017 competition were
held. Seven acts were in the running in
the televised phone-in poll, but it was
clear that only two stood a chance of
winning—pop singer Svala, and “bandof-misfits” Daði og Gagnamagnið. The
competition was fierce, and Icelanders
went crazy on social media, with some
posting screengrabs of their 90+ calls,
or posting the phone number to the vote
for their favourite in a popular Reykjavík
car-pool group—advertised as a free
ride. In the end, Svala won the day.

In better news, sóley released two
news songs: the first, “Never Cry
Moon,” is a mournful piano ballad; the
second, entitled “Grow,” came with a
beautiful video by director Samantha
Shay. Shot during the Iceland’s recent
snowy period, it’s an intimate affair in
which sóley walks the fields alone and
sings to the camera, stripping away
the layers of art and illustration that
often cloak her in videos and artwork.
Both tracks are from a new album,
‘Endless Summer’, set for release on
May 19. JR
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Our Picks

Ketamine, Chicken, and
Butter
Shades of
Reykjavík /
Hrnnr & Smjörvi
Sat. 1 April - 22:00
Hvíti Riddarinn

On April 1, expect
some weird rap.
Yes, Shades of
Reykjavík, the
babyboys behind
lyrics like: “I’m
too cold, I need
Swiss Mix / I’m a
marshmallow for
bitches / I always
say what I mean
/ learn to listen if
you’re dyslexic”
and “I fucked
Snow White in an
old forest / can’t
remember where
I am / I’m fucked
up in a tree” are

playing at Hvíti
Riddarinn for a
Saturday night you
won’t, and probably can’t, forget.
They’re joined
by 16 year old
rappers Hrnnr &
Smjörvi. Their jam
“Enginn Myndir”
(“No Pictures”)
contains the
lyrics, “Dick pics?
No, no. Flash pics?
No no!”, so this
concert is safe for
lesbians, straight
men, and epileptics. HJC

Evening With
Jason Mraz And
His Guitar
Sat. 1 April 22:00 Harpa
I tried to be
chill, but Mraz
is so hot that I
melted. It’s true.
Is he winning or
learning? GD

Punk-Rock Like
You’re English
Sham 69
Fri. 7 April - 21:00
Gaukurinn

You thought
Anglo punk-rock
was dead? Sham
69 is twice my

age (the band
is 41) and twice
as fun (come on,
have you written
an anthem for
the World Cup?).
They’re joined
by Fræbbblarnir,
Q4U and Leiksvið
Fáránleikans. GD

Auður DJ Set

Screaming In Space

Fri. 24th 22:00
Bar Ananas

Endless Dark /
Future Figment

Auður is a
smooth blonde
bombshell. Make
sure to bring an
extra bra. You
might find yourself throwing
yours. HJC

Fri. 24 March 21:00 Húrra
Endless Dark.
Future Figment.
Are these postapocalyptic
space movies?

No. They’re heavy
metal bands.
Because in space
nobody can hear
you scream, and
that’s actually a
big part of heavy
metal. So head
to Húrra and
scream your
heart out. JS

March 24 - April 6

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.
Friday March 24
Concerts:
Casio Fatso / Rythmatik
22:00 Dillon
Víkingur Heiðar Ólafsson:
Release Concert Harpa
20:00 Harpa
Endless Dark / Future Figment
21:00 Húrra
Ó Ó & Ingibjörg
21:00 Mengi
Basshunter
23:00 Spot

Sunday March 26
Concerts:

DJs:

Monday March 27
Concerts:

22:00 Pétur Valmundar American Bar
22:00 Auður DJ Set
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Lamp Vader
Bravó
22:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
Húrra
21:00 DJ Silja Glømmi Hverfisgata 12
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Gerviskykur
Prikið
Sæta Svínið
22:00 DJ Dora

Saturday March 25
Concerts:
Reggi Óðins
22:00 Dillon
DISCO Club with Maggi Legó
23:00 Gaukurinn
Heimir Male Choir
16:00 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Bestu lög Björgvins
21:00 Hljómajöll
Björg Birgisdóttir
21:00 Mengi
DJs:
22:00 DJ Maggi
American Bar
22:00 DJ Styrmir
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Fusion Groove
Bravó
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Húrra
21:00 DJ Halli Einars Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Bensöl/CasaNova Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Fames / Egill Cali
Prikið

23:00 DJ Krystal Karma
22:00 DJ Káir
21:00 DJ Marteinn

Húrra
Kaffibarinn
Prikið

Thursday March 30
Pick:
Lefty Hooks & the Right Things
Lefty Hooks has been in the hip-hop/
reggae/r & b/whatever genre buisness for longer that you've even
liked music. If you want to see a
pro bring it like you definitely can't,
don't miss this show.

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Song Cycles II: Águst Ólafsson &
Gerrit Schiul
17:00 Harpa
Einar Valur Scheving Trio
22:00 Hressó
Cozy Sundays
20:00 KEX Hostel

21:00 DJ Psychotic Simon
Bravó
22:00 DJ Krystal Carma
Kaffibarinn

DJs:

DJs:

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
DJs:
21:00 DJ Agzilla

Pick:
Suð / Rythmatik / Saktmóðigur
The band Suð (buzz) is a threepiece Icelandic indie rock band
that made their name in the late
90s with powerful performances
and one album, ‘Hugsunarvélin’,
that came out in 1998. It’s honest
indie rock in the vein of Hüsker Dü,
Guided By Voices and Sebadoh, from
a band that was at the top of their
game at t e turn of the millennium.

Monday April 3
Concerts:
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
DJs:
21:00 DJ Spegill

Prikið

Tuesday April 4
Concerts:
KEX Jazz
20:30 KEX Hostel
Anna Gréta Sigurðardóttir
12:!5 Listasafn Íslands
DJs:
Prikið

Lefty Hooks & the Right Things
21:00 Dillon
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Open Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Enigma Variations
19:30 Harpa
Unnur Sara Eldjárn
21:00 Hlemmur Squart

DJ Maggi Legó
DJ Hunk of a Man, a.k.a Maggi Legó of
Gusgus, has years upon years of experience with electronic music, and
has remixed diverse artists like GiGi
Galaxy, Captain Comatose, Trabant,
Pizzicato 5, David Byrne, Roy Davis Jr.,
Model 500, Nicole Willis and more.

DJs:

Blues Jam: Beggi Smari & Bexband
21:00 Dillon
Reykjavík Wind Band 95th
Anniversary Concert
20:00 Harpa
Múlinn Jazz Club: Charlie Haden
Honoured
21:00 Harpa
Mr. Silla
21:00 Húrra
KexJazz
20:30 KEX Hostel

Saturday April 1

Bravó

Pick:

Sunna Gunnlaugs Trio
12:15 Listasafn Íslands

Concerts:

21:00 DJ Ear Doctor

Concerts:

Concerts:

Wednesday March 29

22:00 DJ André
American Bar
22:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM Bar Ananas
21:00 DJ Logi Leó
Bravó
21:00 DJ Dorrit
Hverfisgata 12
21:00 Áskell / Intr0beats Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Gunni Ewok
Prikið
22:00 DJ Dora
Sæta Svínið

Wednesday April 5

Kaffibarinn

Húrra
Kaffibarinn
Prikið

DJs:

21:00 DJ Orang Volante

Tuesday March 28

22:00 DJ Api Pabbi
21:00 DJ Silja Glömmi
21:00 DJ Harry Knuckles

DJs:

Concerts:
Suð / Rythmatik / Saktmóðigur
22:00 Gaukurinn
Who Are You Opera?
11:00 Harpa
Evening With Jason Mraz
And His Guitar
20:30 Harpa
Stage Dive Fest: Dadykewl / Alvia
Islandia / Auður
21:00 Húrra
Shades of Reykjavík /
Smjörvi & Hrnnr
22:00 Hvíti Riddarinn
Cathedral Choir:
Jóhannesarpassían
17:00 Langholtskirkja
DJs:

DJs:
21:00 DJ Silja Glömmi
Bar
Ananas
21:00 DJ Z
Bravó
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Hverfisgata 12
21:00 DJ Þura Stína
Kaffibarinn

22:00 DJ Maggi
American Bar
22:00 DJ Ísar Logi
Bravó
21:00 DJ Ívar Pétur
Hverfisgata 12
23:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Húrra
22:00 DJ Nazareth / Logi Pedro Prikið

Sunday April 2

Friday March 31

Concerts:

Concerts:

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Pearls of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa
Elektra Ensemble: An Ode To Nature
17:00 Harpa
Cathedral Choir:
Jóhannesarpassían
17:00 Langholtskirkja

Sváfnir Sigurðarson
22:00 Dillon
Dirty Deal Funk Blues Jam
22:00 Gaukurinn
Jeff Wayne's The War Of The Worlds
20:00 Harpa

Concerts:
Blikktromman - Samaris
20:00 Harpa
Múlinn Jazz Club:
Ásgeir J. Ásgeirsson
20:00 Harpa
MC Bjór
20:00 Húrra
DJs:
21:00 DJ Maggi Legó

Prikið

Thursday April 6
Concerts:
Sveimur
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Magnús Þór Sigmundsson
20:00 Hjómahöll
Borgar Magnason
21:00 Mengi
DJs:
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Bravó
21:00 DJ Retronaut
Hverfisgata 12
22:00 DJ TY (Geimfarar)
Prikið
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The Fall And Rise
Of Dabbi T
From rap to drugs and back again

Words: Elías Þórsson Photo: Varvara Lozenko
Ten years ago, rapper Dabbi T conquered the underground, but as drugs
took control of his life, his career
ground to a halt. Now, he’s making
his comeback with the EP ‘T’, marking his return to music—and sanity.
The crisply dressed Dabbi T,
whom I meet at a café he owns
in downtown Reykjavík, is today
a far cry from the drugged-out
slob I ran into at Iceland Airwaves
some years ago. Dragging me into
a banged-up car he was driving—
because drug dealers had repossessed his beloved Honda—he
asked me: “Aren’t you happy we can
now go out for a Thursday beer?”
The junkie denial is endless.
This was during his second
stint at the bottom. He had started
dabbling in alcohol and cannabis at
the age of twelve, and quickly lost
control. He first entered rehab at
sixteen, and while sober, his rap
career took off.
In 2007 he released the selffunded album ‘Óheflað Málfar’
(“Unrestricted Speech,” in English). Only 1000 units were re-

leased, making it something of a
collector’s item today. It didn’t receive much airplay, but it took off in
the underground, becoming a cult
hit among teenagers.

Not the best rapper

“I was dealing with some deep
emotions at the time and that inspired me to make the
album,” says Dabbi. “I
know I’m not the best
rapper. I don’t have the
best flow, but I have
always written about
things that matter to
me, and I think that’s
what people connect
with.”
Now, a decade later, he is finally
ready to unveil the follow-up. He
recently released the three-song
‘T’, and a video for “King”, which
features Dabbi T sporting a tacky
ski suit on Bláfjöll.
The reason for the ten-year
break between records is that
following the release of ‘Óheflað
Málfar’, drugs took over once

again. And the second time around
they were far less forgiving.

The second fall

At his lowest point, Dabbi was a
practically homeless couch surfer. Most of his time was spent at
his brother’s place—also a heavy
user—where the dependence had
no limits. With the use came large
debts to dealers and, inevitably,
crime.
“I used to finance my addiction
through petty crimes—break-ins
and the like—as well as by being a
terrible drug dealer,” says Dabbi. “I
used to get really high on my own
supply, so to speak, so most of the
cocaine I was supposed to sling
went up my nose. Before I knew
it I owed some scary
people millions.”
The spiral seemed
endless. Drugs consumed his mind and
he was filled with a precarious apathy towards
life.
“In the beginning I
tried to keep up appearances and maintain the image that
everything was fine,” he says. “But
taking E and refereeing a basketball
game don’t really work well together. So it was actually good when the
facade broke down and everybody
saw the true state of things. I didn’t
have to hide anymore.”
As the dependance grew, the rap
disappeared. The next song was al-

“Before I
knew it I
owed some
scary people
millions”

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.
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ways on the way, and the newest
verse forever in the process of being
completed. But the creativity had
evaporated in a drugged-out mind.

The return
For nine years, Dabbi T gave up rap.
He was simply unable to write during his junkie years, and unwilling
to rap after he became sober. The
music had become entwined with
an unhealthy lifestyle and his past,
and his silence a part of isolating
himself from everything associated with his addiction.
“I had to remove myself from
everything,” he says. “I even had
to cut my brother out of my life. It
still hurts. I even stopped listening
to music. I used to listen to a lot of
gangsta rap, but this time around
I just stuck to the AA radio station.
The rap was a part of my dark past,
I had to remove myself from it.”
This was the antithesis of his
first time sober, when he continued dealing drugs, and stayed in
touch with people who were still
using. He claims that his subject
matter has changed as well. Gone
is the glorification of drugs, replaced by more introspective and
contemplative motifs. Last year, he
released the song “Blár” (“Blue”),
which takes both a physical and
mental journey through the life of
a user in Reykjavík.
“I have no interest anymore in
praising drugs in my lyrics,” Dabbi

explains. “‘Blár’ was my reckoning
with that world, and that part of
my life. It’s the story of my abyss.
The title is actually a reference to
when I showed up to a hallucinogenic party naked, covered in blue
body paint—a real bottom.”

‘Tight pussies’
It is fair to say that the sins of his
youth have remained with Dabbi
T—his sins meaning not just the
drug abuse that cost him his career and laid waste to years of his
life, but also the first song he ever
released, “Þröngar píkur” (“Tight
Pussies,” in English).
“It is pretty awful that when I
meet new people, or get a new job,
they Google my name, and the first
thing that pops up is a song I wrote
when I was sixteen,” he says. “Dabbi T back then was a teenage boy
under the heavy influence of porn.”
The curse of the song still lingers. Recently a columnist for
Nútíminn wrote about the myth of
the tight pussy, with the song acting
as an introductory reference. Last
year feminist rap collective Reykjavíkurdætur mockingly blazed
the title in their song “Fanbois.”
“Since I stopped watching porn
my attitude towards women has
changed drastically,” says Dabbi.
“Often when rappers write about
women it’s to belittle and objectify them. But as with my new song
‘Hún vol. 2,’ I’m upping this girl

who’s got my head spinning, while
belittling myself.”
Today, Dabbi T remains on the
straight and narrow. He has enrolled in a programme to finish
secondary school, works as a personal trainer, and referees basketball matches—an old passion. He
claims that he wants to remain a
“20 percent” rapper—approaching
his rap from one day to the next,
and probing for reactions while
indulging his passion for writing.
“Now it’s just about seeing how
the reaction to the EP is going to
be,” he says. “‘King’ is already on
the radio, and if the hype keeps
building then I’ll continue. But if it
doesn’t, maybe I’ll just start doing
something else. Maybe I’ll write poetry or short stories. Who knows?”
Still, there is a clear sense of regret in looking back on all the wasted years, and a period that ended his
career before it had really begun.
“I know you shouldn’t think that
way, but I do wonder, ‘What if?’”, he
says. “There’s also this competitive element within me. So when I
see people like Emmsjé Gauti, who
was pretty much at the same place
as me—we were even in a band together—who are able to live from
their art, I can get a bit jealous. But
you can’t think like that. You have
to live in the now. And that is what
I strive to do every day.”

SHARE: gpv.is/dbt04

Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00
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The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Case
Studies

04.03.–
23.04.2017

Product
design
into the
21st century

Art

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

Space In Time

The Reykjavík Museum of Photography
Words: Parker Yamasaki Photo: Art Bicnick

Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir
Exhibition
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24, 105 Reykjavík
Bus no. 1, 2, 6, 11, 13

Open daily
10h00–17h00
artmuseum.is

ENJOY LIVE
CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Salurinn
Concert Hall

Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs
Natural History Museum of Kópavogur

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR
CULTURE HOUSES
AND EXPERIENCE
MANY
FACES
OF
NATURE
&

& MORE
Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library
Sundlaug Kópavogs Kopavogur Thermal Pool
Kópavogskirkja Kopavogur Church

Hamraborg 4–6
Kópavogur
Bus 1 & 4

Reykjavík Museum of Photography
- ongoing exhibition. Admission is
Free

I feel like a surfer. Torn between
pride and secrecy, wanting desperately to blab about how great
my local spot is, but knowing
that doing so instantly diminishes its awesomeness through
increased popularity. But I’ll do
it anyway, because the Reykjavík Museum of Photography is a
gem. It wears a daytime disguise
as the Reykjavík City Library and
is overshadowed by the grandiose Hafnarhús building directly
next door. It’s part of the Reykjavík City Museum network, and
while it is small in square footage
its historical depth is expansive.
The Museum of Photography
began in 1981 as a private archive.
It was started by a group of twelve
citizens with ranging interests in
history and photography, and was
taken over by the city of Reykjavík
in 1986. At its core is the collection
and preservation of a culture. But
on its shell is an ever-changing
view through the photographer’s
eyes. In 2000 the archive took up

residence on the sixth floor of the
City Library building and opened up
its first, and only, exhibition space.
Between the photos, tall windows
look out over downtown Reykjavík’s skyline. The vantage point
from this room is even with the
town’s monument to the past, Hallgrimskirkja, and its monuments
to the future: six-storey cranes.

The featured exhibit

The current exhibit features the
photographs of Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir, a local photographer and one
of the only women who has worked
as a full-time photographer for
her entire career. Jóhanna’s photographs are inexquisite. Neither
delicate nor ethereal. A woman removing her earrings, a man checking his mailbox, portraits of her
contemporaries, a pair hovering
over a table full of beer and cigarettes. They are receptive and sensitive to nuance, an unabashed portrait of a culture and its characters.
Like Jóhanna’s photographs,
the museum itself gives much
more than an overview. It is a
sprawling, unbiased and indelicate survey. Today the archive
itself holds nearly six million
photographs, from newspaper images to studio portraits to family

photos to industrial shots, and is
most commonly used by researchers looking for historical photos
of a place or an event, according
to Kristín Hauksdóttir, one of the
Museum’s three full-time staffers.
Lately they have also been getting
a lot of requests from restaurants
and hotels, looking for a certain
“atmosphere,” as she describes it.
The archive is also open to the public, and often people will come by
to look for the neighbourhood or
even the house they are living in.
“One of the projects that to
this day sticks out in my mind
was when we acquired 1,200 glass
plate negatives [pre-film, exposing a photo onto coated glass]
from a 1930s photography studio
in Hafnarfjörður,” says Rachel
Marston, a former intern at the
museum. “They were incredible
images of a distant-past Iceland,
of townspeople, landscapes, ships
in the harbuor, and occasionally
even funeral portraits. It was a
really intimate look into of Hafnarfjörður at that time, and I
later went into the town and recognized many of the landmarks
I'd cleaned dust off images of.”
The exhibition space is varied
between contemporary and historical, Icelandic and (increasingly) foreign photographers. As both
a beautifully curated space and an
invaluable resource, the Reykjavík
Museum of Photography is both
understated and immaculate, like
standing at the edge of the river
that formed the Grand Canyon.
SHARE: gpv.is/rmp04
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Our Picks
pillow-hugging,
secret-smoking,
ID-faking,
heart-breaking,
angst-fuelled
high school
days? If you don’t,
Ugh, As If!: A Night Of
you either had
Teenage Confessions.
a surprisingly
easy ride, or have
“Stranger Than Cast your mind
Fiction—Sounds back to your teen blocked it from
your memory.
years—when
Like Teen Spirit”
Either way, it’s
nobody underMarch 30, 19:30,
time to indulge
stood you and
Listastofan,
you got your nose in some nos1.000 ISK
pierced to prove talgia with the
it. Remember the highest form of
adolescent art:
door-slamming,

the diary. Head to
Listastofan, cosy
up with a drink
and listen to embarrassing diary
entries written
by their readers
as teenagers.
Featuring special
guest reader,
Jonathan Duffy,
“Iceland’s only
gay Australian comedian”. It’s sure
to be cringe-inducing, hilarious,
insightful, and
like, so fetch. JS

Worship Thy Erlenmeyer
'Áður óútgefið
/ Previously
unreleased
March 24-26,
Kórall

At Reykjavík’s
carbon brush

factory, Baldur
and Þórey Björk
infuses glass and
metalware with
color and light.
Old industrial
objects take on
utility in these
reimagined
forms. GD

Everyone Is An Artist
Málverkasýning at i8
Tue-Fri 1117, Sat 13-17,
Tryggvagata 16

Art Without
Borders in coop-

eration withthe
Reykjavík School
of Art present an
exhibit by disabled artists. Full
of colours and
imagination, you
will rethink your
conception of a
creator. HJC

I Like My Comedy Like My Coffee:
Black, No Sugar.
David Heti And
Friends
30 March, 20:30
Harpa, 2.000 ISK

David Heti’s
psychiatrist
describes him
as, 'a painful
mirror for us
all to look into'.
Unsurprisingly,
dark comedy’s
his thing. JS

March 24 - April 6

Art Listings
Events are listed alphabetically by venue. For
complete listings and detailed information on
venues visit grapevine.is/happening. Send your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening
LISTOSTOFAN
‘Emile’ by Emilie Dalum
On the 2nd of February 2016, Emilie
Dalum was diagnosed with Hodgkins
Lymphoma. She documented the
next five months of chemotherapy
and remission with a vulnerable
photo series being presented at
Listostofan.
• Opens on April 6, 2017
• Runs until April 19, 2017
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ICELAND
Treasures of a Nation
This new long-term exhibit presents
a selected number of works from
1884 to 1911 of mostly Danish and
Scandinavian artists.
• Opens on April 4, 2017
• Runs until December 31, 2017

Ongoing

ÓÐINSBÚÐ — MJÖLNISHÖLLINNI
Design March: Brandson
Brandson is an active wear brand
inspired by Nordic mythology and
the Icelandic Sagas. This exhibition—part of Design March—is held
in collaboration with Mjölnir.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
KAROUSEL EHF
Design March: Reykjavík Print
Reykjavik Print exhibits nine prints
by four prominent Icelandic artists:
Hulda Hákon, Steingrímur Eyfjörð,
Sindri Freysson, and María Ericsdóttir. There will be an opening event on
March 24th at 18:00 and a meeting
with the artists on March 25th at
15:00.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
GEISLAR HÖNNUNARHÚS
Design March: Ode to Light
“Ode To Light” features 72 candlesticks designed and manufactured
by Geislar, inspired by Icelandic
history and culture. There will be
an opening event on March 24th at
18:00.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
HÖNNUNARSAFN ÍSLANDS
Design March: “#onechairperday”
by Elsa Nielsen
This exhibit contains drawings of
Icelandic chairs from the Museum’s
archive that Elsa has been posting
on Instagram since February 3.
• Runs until March 26, 2017

MENGI
Design March: “Wrestle” by Guðmundur Lúðvík Grétarsson
In this exhibit, Gudmundur Ludvik
explores the functionality of shapes.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
KÍMI
Design March: Insight
A rare look into the creative world
of three vastly different designers;
the furniture design of Erla Sólveig
Óskarsdóttir, jewellery by Halla Bogadóttir and lighting design by Alfred
Homann.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
GULLSMIÐUR ERLING OG HELGA ÓSK
Design March: A Reading
An open invitation to the studio of
Erling Jóhannesson and Helga Ósk
Einarsdóttir.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
LISTOSTOFAN
Tilfæringar // Shifting Outlook
In this exhibit, Laufey and Edda Mac
present a dialogue between architecture, nature, and fine art.
• Runs until March 31, 2017
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
"Chair"
“Chair” presents a series of chairs
made by Icelandic designers. A few
hundred will be on display, made
from 1930 to 2013.
• Runs until June 18, 2017
ÁSGRÍMUR JÓNNSON COLLECTION
‘Frightening Nature’
• Runs until May 7, 2017
THE CULTURE HOUSE
'Points of View'
Guests are taken on a journey
through the Icelandic visual world of
past and present.
• On permanent view.
DesignMarch: Uxatindar by Milla
Snorrason
Milla’s work—inspired by Icelandic
nature— is made of striped Scottish wool and silk velvet. It displays
silhouettes from the 60s.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
DesignMarch: Shapes of Sounds by
Þórunn Árnadóttir
Salvaging sound boards from
broken toys, Thorunn builds new

cases for them using local Icelandic
materials.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
Peekaboo
The “Peekaboo” exhibition presents
children’s books by 16 Polish and 6
Icelandic illustrators.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
THE NATIONAL GALLERY
“Art of Memory” by Woody Vasulka
Woody’s work leads the viewer
through a dreamlike journey focused on landscapes and historical
paintings.
• Runs until September 1, 2017
TEXT
This exhibition contains a selection
of text-based art work by fifty Icelandic and international artists.
• Runs until May 14, 2017
“PYROGLYPHS” by Steina
PYROGLYPHS is a meditation on the
phenomenology of fire.
• Runs until August 20, 2017
Valtýr Pétursson
An exhibition focusing on Valtýr
Pétursson, who was a pioneer of
Icelandic abstract art.
• Runs until March 26, 2017
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view.
I8 GALLERY
Málverkasýning
This exhibit presents work from 6
artists—Andreas Eriksson, Mairead
O'Heocha, Silke Otto-Knapp, Melanie
Smith, Lara Viana, and James White—
all exploring what it means to be
called a painter.
• Runs until April 22, 2017
GALLERÝ H
“Rat Race” by Haraldur Ingi Haraldsson
Haraldur presents 19 paintings inspired by politics and the addiction
to power.
• Runs until December 21, 2017
NORDIC HOUSE
A Colour Map of Icelandic Wool
This textile installation hopes to
display the beautiful, rich colours of
Icelandic wool in a pure and inspiring way.
• Runs until April 22, 2017
Roundabout Baltic PLUS Iceland
Roundabout Baltic is an international design exhibition presenting
objects created in eight countries
around the Baltic. Dunes, beach and
water, vegetation, rocks and subma-

rine life—all are explored.
• Runs until March 31, 2017
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
‘KEEPERS’
This exhibition focuses on the question of how we decide which objects
are worth keeping.
• Runs until June 4, 2017.
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
Bout: Video Works from the Collection
BOUT is an extensive project where a
large part of the animated works in
the Reykjavík Art Museum collection
will be put on show. The themes in
question are play, performance,
documentation and storytelling. The
first theme was PLAY, which opened
in early January. The second, PERFORMANCE, starts on February 9th, the
third, RECORD; starts on March 9th,
and last, TALE, begins on April 6th.
• Runs until May 7, 2017
“Panik” by Ilmur Stefánsdóttir
Chaos and panic. That is what you
will find in Ilmur’s new installation
exhibit that uses video art intertwined with the museum's existing
structures.
• Runs until May 1, 2017
Erró: More is Beautiful
Erró is a postmodern artist whose
work is characteristically provocative and shocking, attacking not
only politics but also social norms
and standards.
• Runs until May 1, 2017
D29: Anna Hrund Másdóttir: Fantastic
Souvenirs
In this exhibit, Anna Hrund Másdóttir explores the subconscious and
meditation by dissecting and rearranging real world objects.
• Runs until May 7, 2017

D30 Ragnar Þórisson: Human Disguise
Ragnar´s paintings offer us a
glimpse of people, shrouded in
mystical atmosphere. Huge, multilayered, coloured surfaces are intertwined with delicate brush strokes.
• Runs until May 7, 2017
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
Case Studies - Product Design Into
The 21st Century
The exhibition explores Icelandic
product design at the beginning
of the 21st century featuring the
works of Brynjar Sigurðarson,
Sigríður Heimisdóttir, Unnur Valdís
Kristjánsdóttir and Tinna Gunnarsdóttir.
• Runs until April 23, 2017
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
“Ljósmyndir” by Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir
Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir has been
documenting life in Iceland through
photography since the 1970s. focusing on the commonplace, capturing
everyday scenes that tell a different
story of Iceland. In doing so, she
sensitively preserves moments that
would otherwise become memories and, eventually, be lost to time
completely.
• Runs until May 14, 2017
Situations
Auður Ómarsdóttir describes her
pictures as, “intimate and objective
observations of situations.” In this
exhibit, she presents autobiographical work mixed with found footage.
• Runs until May 30, 2017

Events
Various Events

Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Guided Tour
15:00 Listasafn Reykjavík: Kjarvalsstaðir
Poetry Night
21:00 Gaukurinn
Monday March 27
Standup Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Kæra Dagbók / Dear Diary
21:00 Mengi
Tuesday March 28

Friday March 24
Drag Súgar Queer Variety Show: To
Mars!
21:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Fashion Festival
19:00 Harpa
101 Nights by Sturla Atlas Opening
Party
17:00 Húrra Reykjavík
Guided Tour of the National Gallery
12:30 Listasafn Íslands
Karaoke & Disco
19:00 ODDSSON
Austurland* Make It Happen Again
12:0 KEX Hostel

14:30 Smárabíó
How To Become Icelandic in 60
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30
Sunday March 26
David Icke: Worldwide Wake Up Tour
10:00 Harpa

Saturday March 25
Reykjavík Fashion Festival
19:00 Harpa
Guided Tour
15:00 Listasafn Reykjavík: Kjarvalsstaðir
Self-Portrait Workshop
13:00 Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art
Museum
Smurf Party

Making A Murderer Discussion
20:00 Harpa
Hangover Sunday: Midnight Cowboy
22:00 Prikið
Yoga Class
12:00 Loft Hostel
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Banzai! Karaoke Night
20:00 Húrra

Museums
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily guided tours
Tours are rom 13:00 to 14:00 through
its open air exhibits.
• On permanent view.
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
'The Making of A Nation'
This exhibition is intended to pro-

vide insight into the history of the
Icelandic nation from Settlement to
the present day.
• On permanent view
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
‘Settlement Sagas: Accounts from
Manuscripts’
This exhibition has rarely seen

Film
This month's special screenings at
Bíó Paradís! For complete schedule,
visit www.bioparadis.is.

West-Iceland

Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Stand Up: The Goonsquad
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Technical Camera for Beginners
19:00 Listastofan
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
Wednesday March 29
Queer Cult Movie Screening and
Pub Quiz
18:00 Gaukurinn
Harry Potter Pub Quiz
20:00 Stúdentakjallarinn
Valuation Day With Bruun
Rasmussen
15:00 Grand Hotel
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
and DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Thursday March 30
Art Factory Party
21:00 Gaukurinn

manuscripts that tell the history of
the settlement of Reykjavík.
• On permanent view
REYKJAVÍK MARITIME MUSEUM
'The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn'
This vessel sailed through all three
Cod Wars and has also served as a
rescue ship to more than 200 ships.
• On permanent view
'From Poverty to Abundance'
Photos documenting Icelandic
fishermen at the turn of the 20th
Currently Screening
• Flashdance (Costume Party
Screening!)
• Mr. Gaga
• Fire Walk With Me
• Twin Peaks: The Missing PIeces
• The Other Side of Hope
• Frantz

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

How To Become Icelandic In 60
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
Stranger Than Fiction: Sounds Like
Teen Spirit
19:30 Listastofan
How To Become Icelandic in 60
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
International Children Film Festival
19:00 Bíó Paradís

Monday April 3
Standup Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Eve Fanfest Brew Uncasting Event
21:00 Prikið
Beyond Human Impulses
21:00 Mengi
Tuesday April 4
Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn

Friday March 31
Guided Tour of
the National Gallery
12:30 Listasafn Íslands
Reykjavík International Marketing
Conference
8:00 Grand Hotel Reykjavík
Saturday April 1
How To Become
Icelandic In 60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30
Guided Tour
14:00 The National Museum of
Iceland
Sunday April 2

Icetralia Podcast Live
20:00 Húrra
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
Wednesday April 5
EVE Fanfest Pre-Party with Karaoke
21:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Arts Academy Experimental
Night
20:00 Mengi
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonia
and DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið

Hangover Cinema
20:15 Prikið
Open Mic
21:00 Húrra
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið

Thursday April 6

century.
• On permanent view
'The History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that
showcases the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
• On permanent view
'Seawomen'
The fishing women of Iceland, past
and present
• On permanent view

The exhibition gives a brief overview
of Iceland’s magnificent nature.
• On permanent view

Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30

THE ICELANDIC PHALLOLOGICAL
MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
More than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to land and sea
mammals of Iceland.
• On permanent view

VOLCANO HOUSE

•
•
•
•
•

15 Years In Iceland
Moonlight
Toni Erdmann
Gamlinginn 2
They Live

Upcoming Premieres
• The Midwife (Sage Femme): Premiere on March 24)
• Staying Vertical

Film
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“The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll is as
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”
David Fricke, Rolling Stone.

THE ICELANDIC
MUSEUM OF
ROCK 'N' ROLL

Visit Iceland's largest music museum and enjoy our history
of Icelandic rock and pop music. Browse through the timeline of
Icelandic pop and rock music with the Rock 'n' Roll app on Ipads,
spend time in our soundlab, cinema, karaoke booth, gift store,
exhibitions or simply grab a cup of coffee at our café (free wifi!).

The Next ‘Case’

Icelandic TV keeps the Scandi-Noir hits coming
Words: Mark Asch
The second series of Icelandic
courtroom drama ‘Réttur’ ended
in 2010, with quite a cliffhanger:
a lawyer is on a hunting trip with
an eccentric client, who picks up
his rifle and announces that he’s
always wanted to take aim at the
Most Dangerous Game.
The camera pans away;
cut to black. Reader, I
LOL’ed.
The long-deferred
third series of ‘Réttur’
does not pick up where
it where it left off. Two
of the stars have returned: Magnùs Jónsson plays Logi, a badboy lawyer—he has a
beard now—and Jóhanna Vigdís
Arnadóttir plays Brynhildur, his
wary partner, rival and foil, but
‘Case’, as it’s now called in English,
has otherwise been reworked completely by its producers at Saga Film
and Channel 2, where it debuted in
2015. Gone is the latter-day ‘L.A.
Law’ vibe of seasons one and two,
with their trial-of-the-week structure, mixing high-gloss nighttime
shots of Borgartún high-rises with
attempts at plumbing the depths of
Reykjavík’s gritty criminal underworld. (A children’s TV host strongarmed into smuggling cocaine!)
‘Case’, as the show is called in
English now that it’s being exported, is far more upto-the-minute: a nineepisode inquiry into
a single death, which
inevitably uncovers the
secrets and lies, the
hidden vices and buried shames, of a prosperous welfare state in
a landscape evocatively stripped
of colour. Yep, it’s another dour
Nordic neo-noir, bio-engineered
to satisfy the insatiable tastes of
foreign binge-watchers. It made it
onto US Netflix last fall, and Britain’s Channel 4 picked it up this
winter for its streaming service.
It’s grim, says the Guardian, but
“you’ll be hooked.”
‘Case’ begins with the discovery of the body of a young bal-

Photo: Art Bicnick
lerina, hanging from rafters at
Þjóðleikhúsið. This local golden
girl was named Lára (as in, “Who
killed Lára?”), and it’s an apparent
suicide, though cop Gabríela isn’t
convinced by the shifty responses
she’s getting from everyone from
the girl’s adoptive
parents, to her friends
from the youth centre. While last year's
hit Icelandic crime
series ‘Trapped’ centered its investigation
around a milk-sipping, sleepy-eyed hair
mou nt a i n-t u r ne dinternational sex dad
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson,
‘Case’ makes concessions to a more
familiar hard-boiled vernacular,
with Logi swigging Absolut from
the bottle as he commits a break-in
on behalf of Lára’s birth parents.
Gabríela provides a more quintessentially Icelandic presence, with
Steinunn Ólína Þorsteinsdóttir,
a new addition to the ensemble,
hitting subtle notes of stoic surliness in her wade through layers of
drug peddling and underage porn,
presented oh-so-clinically.
‘Trapped’, despite its wintry
doggedness, was escapist, in its
Agatha Christie-esque single-set
whodunnit premise, and if anything ‘Case’, with its underworld
fixers and green-haired
sexpot hackers, is even
less grounded in the
sensationalistic twists
it puts on local subjects
like teen autonomy, casual sex and chemical
dependencies. But this
drama about the tragic
death of an exploited young girl
can’t help but play a little differently now it did when it came out,
following the unprecedented reallife murder that shook Iceland at
the start of the year; as the plot
of ‘Case’ unfolds, its slow, quiet
scenes, playing out in dull and
endless winter daylight, seem less
suspenseful than grief-stricken.

“bioengineered
to satisfy the
insatiable
tastes of
foreign bingewatchers”

“sleepy-eyed
hair mountain-turnedinternational
sex dad”

SHARE: gpv.is/mov04

The museum is located in Keflavík
only 5 minutes away from
Keflavík International Airport.
Open daily from 11am - 6pm
For more go to rokksafn.is

The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll

Top 8
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"I think when
I heard Skúli's
album ‘Sería’
for the first
time... I experienced emotions I’d never
had before."

Words:
Sóley
Stefánsdóttir
& John Rogers
Photo:
Art Bicnick

My Top 8 Icelandic Albums
Sóley Stefánsdóttir

Skúli Sverrisson - Sería I & II

Musician

I think when I heard Skúli's album
‘Sería’ for the first time I cried tears
of joy, sadness, depression, and happiness. I experienced emotions I’d
never had before. I don't know what
it is, maybe your all-time favourite albums, that you take with you through
life, need to come at the exact right
moment? This album still inspires me
in so many ways. I mean, I go places
when I listen to it. It's only me and
myself. How can an album be so visually beautiful? I put ‘Sería II’ in as well,
because it's not worse. Mos’ def it's not.

Sóley Stafansdóttir performs music as sóley. She first rose to prominence as a member of Sin Fang, but has since blossomed
into one of Iceland’s premier singer-songwriters. Her new album, ‘Endless Summer’, comes out via Morr Music in May.
This is such a random selection! Picking the eight best Icelandic albums is tough. So I decided to
tell you some of my favorite albums
that have a nice story behind them.

Sigur rós - Ágætis byrjun

Hildur Guðnadóttir - Mount A

I should tell you a story. So ‘Ágætis
byrjun’ comes out 1999, right? Ok, I'm
thirteen then. I can't remember if it
was the same year or the year after
that I went to a shop in Hafnarfjörður
that sold CDs, it might have been a
shop called Músík og Sport which sold
both music and sport clothes—great
combo... I'm not joking, I think the shop
still exists. Anywho I went there and told
myself that now my Spice Girls time was
over and now I should educate myself a
little. I went in and bought a CD. Went
home, put it in my CD player and this
funk music starts. I was like, okay. This
is good shit but I think my future me is
looking for something, can’t really put
my finger on it. So I gave my brother
the funk CD (which was the great band
Jagúar, I think I went to every Jagúar
show when I was old enough). I went
back to the store and bought another
CD. Went to the music school and put
the new CD in my Discman. And then
the journey began. WAS THIS SHIT
EVEN REAL. WAS I EVEN REAL? What
sounds was I hearing? What's this
heartbeat? (I took off my headphones,
literally thinking I was having a heart
attack, but everything was quiet in
the music school.) And then my musical adventure began. Seventeen years
later I'm still here. Takk Sigur rós!

This album is plain sweet. If I could
pick one instrument to study at this
time, I’d pick cello. Her albums are like
a cello orgy.

Ólöf Arnalds - Við og við

Let’s get right to the point. This album
came out 2006 and I was working at
Kaffi Hljómalind. I was twenty years
old. I was a hippie and a krútt. Then I
heard this and was like whaaaat, this
girl is making music and I wanna make
music too. So I started making music.
Girls need feminine idols. So women,
stand up from whatever you’re doing
and start playing some pots and pans!

Sigrún - Hringsjá

She's my friend and she’s doing the real
shit everyone is talking about! Vocals
and crazy electronic beats. I'm probably as proud of her as her parents are!
Þrjú á palli - Hátíð fer að höndum ein

A record we listen to every Christmas. So folky, so holy and so moly.
Hudson Wayne - Slightly Out of
Hank & I'm a Fox

Hudson Wayne made two EPs that
sold out before I got hold of them
so I somehow burned them on a
CD and made my own cover. Those
were the times when I made an effort. Now I'm like if it's not on Spotify it ain't real. I'm joking. Or am I?
Stuðmenn og Grýlurnar Með allt á hreinu

I mean, such great pop songs. That’s
all. And the movie, omg. So good. But
the best reason for loving this album
is the coolest all-women band Grýlurnar. Great role models for teenage
me and my girlfriends who started
a “girl” band (called Barbarella) and
covered the song “Maó Gling.” And
that song was made way before Jónsi started singing in “Hopelandic!”
SHARE: gpv.is/tm04

OPINION

You Don’t Deserve
Anything
LIFE’S HARD. REALLY HARD. AND
HERE’S A FACT. In nature there’s
no such thing as deserving or not deserving something. There’s no fairness. The human myth of fairness is
a beautiful one, though—probably
one of our best. It was a step out of nature of sorts, a rejection of its chaos.
We strive to make our world fair and
to do this we constantly have to battle our own internal contradictions.
We are both the goal and the enemy.
But when fairness is our goal it’s
easy to start thinking that fairness
is actually the world’s fundamental
principle in every aspect rather than
a distant, shining star we try to follow as best as we can. We’re all familiar with this. I believe I deserve to be

with the love of my life. I’ve fought
so fucking hard for it. Don’t you too?
Don’t we all deserve love? Don’t we
all deserve happiness? Why did she
say no? Why did I fail? Why, Lord?
If you could read the Icelandic media during your stay here, you’d find
that Iceland believes it deserves a
much better life than it has right now.
Iceland is one of the richest and safest
countries in the world, but Icelanders
spend their time on this island mostly
talking about all kinds of additional
shit and blessings they believe they deserve… because, well, that’s how life’s
supposed to be, right? Just better and
better. It’s supposed to go our way,
right? Your vacation here is supposed
to be a home run, isn’t it? You’ll witness

something spectacular and different,
and locate something lost inside you.
Just read a report from Libya. Yes,
Reader, here comes the contrast.
There’s no security there. No safe spaces, no real government. Just flip-flops
and Kalashnikovs. They’re queuing for
bread there every night. Power cuts
last fourteen hours a day. It’s a failed
state and we played our part in this.
What did the Libyans deserve? What
didn’t they deserve? What did we do?
Are the people in Misrata finding love
in the dark streets? Am I maybe there
as well, feeling sorry for myself, chewing on old bread and hearing gunshots
down the street, thinking about love
and the problem of manspreading and
whether or not I deserve my fate. The

ceaseless rumble. Never-ending waves
of sound. Sixteen different thoughts
harassing the mind at once, both here
and there.
When things go our way, if and
when we get our day in the sun, it is
a true blessing. Peace, joy and love is
something we give our life fighting
for, but we don’t actually deserve those
things. Existentially we don’t deserve
anything. Life is a struggle, it’s a mess,
and accepting that you don’t really deserve anything will help you appreciate and be grateful for all the gifts you
have been given and that actually, since
you’re here, life’s probably too good.

SHARE: gpv.is/luv04

Words:
Halldór Armand
Photo:
iStock
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AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

A GUIDE THAT
FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík
Get the complete
Happy Hour listings!
Download our free app appy hour on the Apple
and Android stores

APÓTEK
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,650
ISK.
BAZAAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from
18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
17 to 19.Beer
650 Wine 650 ISK.
KRYDDLEGIN
HJÖRTU
All day long.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 1,090 IS.
LOFT HOSTEL
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750, Wine
880, Cocktails
1,600 ISK.

MARBAR
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
1L for 1,000 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100
ISK.
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 750
ISK.
PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 575 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.

SKY
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

1 FREE
DISCOBER
COCKTAIL
BEFORE
22PM

BEST PLACE TO PARTY
ON WEEKNIGHTS
SUN-THU 4PM–1AM
FRI & SAT 4PM–3AM

TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
UNO
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
VEÐUR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:35.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

GRAPEVINE’S BEST OF 2017

BEST NEWCOMER
Featured Happy Hour
PABLO
DISCOBAR
Veltusund 1 I
15:00-18:00
During Happy
Hour at Pablo
Discobar, beer
is 495 ISK. 495
ISK! Do you even
understand how

cheap that is?
That is cheaper
than a hot dog.
Plus, the interior
of Pablo Discobar
is so classy that
you'll feel like a VIP
while you drink
your cheap beer.
Woohoo! Thanks
Pablo!. HJC

CHAMPAGNE AND COCKTAIL
HAPPY HOUR UNTIL 01
EVERY WEDNESDAY
DJ FROM 21
@discobarrvk
discobar_rvk

HAPPY
HOUR
16-18
EVERY DAY

VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG
TEL: +354 552 7333 • WWW.BURRO.IS

20% DISCOUNT
OF ICELAND
JOURNEY
MENU

BURRO TAPAS & STEAK
SUN-THU 5PM–11PM
FRI & SAT 5PM–12

ICELAND JOURNEY
WITH LATIN TWIST

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

ARCTIC CHARR, BEET ROOT SAUCE, AVOCADO PURÉE,
BEET ROOT CRISPS

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

COD CROQUETTE, DUCK FAT, SMOKED TOMATO JAM
LANGOUSTINE TACO, SALSA FRESO, DRIED PARMESAN
LAMB ANTICUCHO, AJI ROCOTO,
CRISPY SHALLOT, QUINOA
CARAMEL MOUSSE, SKYR SORBET, CACOA NIBS,
FREEZE DRIED RASPBERRIES
8.990 KR.

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
@burrorvk

Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

burro_rvk

VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG
TEL: +354 552 7333 • WWW.BURRO.IS

Books
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Fiction Is The Art Of
The Unexpected

• Skólavör›ustígur 19 tel.: (+354) 552 1890
• Borgartún 31
tel.: (+354) 562 1890

Jón Kalman Stefánsson is nominated for the Man
Booker International Prize
Words: Björn Halldórsson

WWW.HANDKNIT.IS

Jón Kalman Stefánsson's tenth
novel, ‘Fish Have No Feet’, has
just been nominated for the Man
Booker International Prize.

For the author, returning to a book
can be a strange experience. "I almost never think about books I've
already written,” he says. “I empty
myself out, and put everything
I have into the book during the

Photo: Art Bicnick
writing, but afterwards you quickly move on.” Even so, he’s pleased
that his books live on through
their readers. “I’ll never know how
they experience and interpret that
which consumed me so during the
writing,” he says, “and there's something beautiful about that; that the
books have a life beyond me."
Jón Kalman's writing has appeared in numerous languages

already, but this time he shares
the nomination with the book’s
translator, Philip Roughton, who
Jón says "has all the qualities one
could want in a translator. A good
translation must capture the feel
of the book; the style and the atmosphere and the rhythm of the
language. A good translator must
therefore have a poet's sensitivity for language and that's where
Philip's strength lies."
The sequel to the novel is yet
to be published in English. It was
only halfway through writing
‘Fish Have No Feet’ that Jón discovered the story could not be contained by a single volume. "At first
I was afraid that it would end up
as a trilogy,” he says. “I've written
two trilogies already, and I wasn’t
quite ready to add a third. That's
always the way with my writing
though—the world of the story
grows larger each time I sit down
to write. New characters and
events appear from the depths. I'm
grateful for that. That way it feels
as if I'm creating something larger
than myself. All decent works of
art are greater than their creators,
and have within them something
that we don't understand but only
sense, almost like a dream."
This process of discovery is a
familiar one for Jón, who makes
allowances for such changes during the writing. "Getting started
on a book can take months of preparation and guesswork,” he says.
“A novel has a grand anatomy, so
you must be thoroughly prepared.
However, as soon as I begin writing, the story starts to change–often quite drastically. I always end
up with something completely
different from what I started
with. Thank God, I say. Fiction is
the art of the unexpected. It's irrational; you shouldn't be able to
predict it or prepare for it. If you
could predict everything, where's
the wonderment? Where's the unexpected? Where is the fiction?"
SHARE: gpv.is/jks04

the responsibility of her care.
Auður Ava is on familiar ground
here, as she presents us with
atypical depictions of masculinity seen through self-sacrifice, responsibility and tenderness, but at
its heart this is a simple and beautiful tale depicting the formation
of a paternal bond.

Vilborg Davíðsdóttir
– On the Cold Coast

Two Books

The Greenhouse & On The Cold Coasts
Words: Björn Halldórsson
Each issue, we take a look at two
Icelandic titles old and new, available in English translation at most
Reykjavík bookstores. If you’d like
more ideas, or to read more on
Icelandic literature, head over
to gpv.is/lit for in-depth author
interviews, guides, and more
book reviews.

Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir
– The Greenhouse
Escaping the trauma of his moth-

er’s recent and violent passing,
Lobbi leaves Iceland for an idyllic
life tending to the famous garden
of a monastery in an undisclosed
location, taking with him three
offcuts of his mother’s rare Rosa
Candida to plant among the roses
there. He doesn’t leave much behind except for one night of misguided passion with a girl he barely knows, resulting in an infant
daughter he has hardly seen. However, his escape is thwarted when
the mother of his child turns up
at the monastery with his baby
daughter, asking him to take on

This thoroughly researched historical novel takes place in 15th
century Iceland: a turbulent time
referred to as the English Century due to the presence of numerous English sailors and traders in the country. This caused
escalating tension between the
ruling elite, who were loyal to
the Danish crown, and the English and their allies. Against this
backdrop, we’re given the everyday
trials of Ragnfríður and Thorkell,
who were once betrothed, according to their families’ wishes; they
separated after Ragnfríður, barely
in her teens, conceived an illegitimate child by a shipwrecked English sailor. The two are reunited
years later, when Thorkell returns
to Iceland after many years abroad,
and they find themselves haunted
by their history and their once-mutual destiny, despite the differences
in their current social statuses.

SHARE: gpv.is/2b04
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Umemi Knot cushion

Icelandic farms, and Hearth mixand-match candle holders. JR

Icelandic Lamb

Buy Shit

Short stay in town?
Here are some random essentials.

Icelanders love their lamb to the
point at which, before an overseas trip, they’ll sometimes pack
a frozen lamb joint in their hold
luggage and deliver it to overseas
relatives. You can pick up a leg of
lamb at any Icelandic supermarket, and they’re frozen so solid
that if you’re in transit for half a
day, it’ll still be fine to throw into
the freezer when you get home.
You could take some flatbread and
hangikjöt, for post-holiday Icelandic-style sandwiches. Edible souvenirs: what’s not to like? JR

Words: Ciarán Daly, John Rogers & Timothée Lambrecq

they’re around the same price as
a wool sweater, but give you much
more cosy real estate in which to
wrap yourself, your sofa, and your
entire family. The huge complimentary tote bag they throw in is
a great place to store the blanket. If
you ever take it off. (You won’t.) CD

Umemi Knot Cushion
Geysir Blanket
Geysir continues to impress—
and it’s largely thanks to their
blankets. Available in a variety of
sizes, shapes, and colours, these
handknitted shrouds of huggulegt
comfort will make sure you’re
never lonely or cold again for the
rest of your life. What’s more,

Sometimes the best designs
are the simplest. Designed by
Ragnheiður Ösp Sigurðardóttir
under her Umemi brand, the Knot
cushion is omnipresent in tasteful
Reykjavík homes and the boutique
hotels that scatter the city, and the
country. You might also like Umemi’s Kot blankets, with a knitted
design inspired by the tiled roofs of

GKR Hoodie
If you’re jealous of all the cool
kids hanging around 101 with better style than you, a GKR hoodie
might be the solution you’re looking for. With various colours and
even a special “flashy edition” that
shines when you flash it with your
camera, this hoodie is your chance
to support a great local artist and
look cool at the same time. You
can also buy one with a cereal boxpackaged GKR album. Don’t wait
too long—they’re limited edition,
and they’ll run out faster than
the beers at an open bar. TL

BISTRO
11.30-23.00
JAZZ EVERY
SUNDAY
AT 20.00
BEER TOUR

DOCKSIDE BREWERY & BISTRO

DAILY TOURS ON THE HOUR BETWEEN 13-22
2O - 30 MIN TOUR INCLUDING A 3 OR 6
BEER FLIGHT MENU FROM OUR MICRO BREWERY.
2.900/5.400 KR.

Last Thing I Bought:
Name: Þyri Árnadóttir Age: 22
Job: Dancer at Íslenski Dansflokkurinn
(Iceland Dance Company)
Last Purchase: Coriander.
Photo & Text: Gabriel Dunsmith

BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK
00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS

Food
They said it couldn't
get rustic-er...

Buenissimo Italsk
“Mat” at Mat Bar
The New New New Nordic (Italian)
Words: Shruthi Basappa Photo Art Bicnick

Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,
white wine, cream and butter

1.850 isk
PLAICE

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

ARCTIC CHAR
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

salmon (lactose–free)
Parsley root, broccoli, cashew nuts,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

2.100 isk

Our pan–fried fish is always
served with butter–fried
Icelandic potatoes & fresh salad

desserts
DATE CAKE
Walnuts, coconut,
cream cheese coffee cream,
blueberries and whipped cream

1.400 isk

lækjargata 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

Seasonal and Local
Guðjón works with
loca l suppl iers to
ensure the qualit y
of Mat Bar’s ingredients. “There is a lot
of really high-quality
produce in Iceland,”
he says. “Both slow
food, and from small
producers. For a long
time I had my offices in Sjávarklassin,
working as a consultant for both
food and seafood companies. I realised how many people there are
making locally harvested, beautiful
products like this monkfish liver
for instance. I call it the foie gras of
the sea. They are mainly exporting
it. Typically for Iceland, nobody is
using it here.”
His mission to celebrate local

“I call it the foie
gras of the sea.
They are mainly
exporting it.
Typically for Iceland, nobody is
using it here”

-----------------------------------------------------------

FISH STEW

clean, high-quality produce, and
we don’t do anything complicated,
so that the ingredients can shine,”
says Guðjón. “But we add a twist
with a little Nordic-style cooking.
We pickle a lot, we smoke, and we
use local ingredients like skyr.”

SHARE: gpv.is/mat04

AWARDS

BEST THAI FOOD 2016
2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3

2 0 1 4, 2 0 1 5 A N D 2 0 1 6

BanThai
RESTAURANT

-------------------------------------------------------

PAN–FRIED FISH

One of the highlights of a small
food market in Reykjavík last
Christmas was a pop-up Italian
bar. It flabbergasted us visitors
with dried olives and smoked almonds that we ate by the fistful,
leaving us thoroughly intrigued.
Now, that little pop-up has opened
the doors of its new Hverfisgata
location to the public.
Guðjón Hauksson i s the ma n
behind Mat Bar.
“I ac t ua l ly met
my wife in Rome,
Italy,” he says. “I
lived in Bergamo
and Lombardy for
a while. We travelled a lot, and did
guiding tours in
Sicily. Our friends
like to go where we go—off the
beaten track. So Italy is very close
to my heart.”
Chef Gisli Auðunsson from Slippurinn was instrumental in developing the menu, and the Nordic
influence is apparent in the flourishes on each plate. But the kitchen
at Mat Bar is rooted in the simplicity of Italian cooking. “We use very

produce is front and centre on Mat
Bar’s menu. The monkfish liver
(1720 ISK) we’d heard so much
about was sublime, like a custardy foie gras with nary a trace of
its original ocean abode. Served
with in-house pickled rofa (local
turnip), brussel sprouts and peppers, it was a true reflection of the
Nordic-influenced Italian fare Mat
Bar strives to showcase.
We also tried textbook-perfect
arancini (1280 ISK): shatteringly
crisp outside, cuddling a creamy
risotto with al-dente rice. The locally made mozzarella with pickled
tomatoes and basil oil (1880 ISK)
gave way to telltale signs of handpulled layers in the fist-sized generous blob of cheese. A local purveyor is making it specially for Mat
Bar. The grilled squid (1760 ISK)
sounded tame only on the menu.
Tender baby squid, tentacles fried,
body grilled to a velvety smoothness one does not associate with
squid sat atop smooshed pickled
lemons: a clever play on texture,
with smoky and sour notes. This
dish displayed a welcome restraint
with sauces, typically unseen in Iceland, but a constant theme here—
which we hope they continue.
“I want beautiful produce on the
Mat Bar menu,” finished Guðjón.
“We’ll continue to have a lot of offmenu food that is seasonal. I want
Icelandic produce to be available to
diners.” If you haven’t been to Mat
Bar yet, make sure you do. Dine like
the Italians do, Aperol spritz in hand.

TEL : 692- 0564
w w w .b a n t h a i .i s

Laugavegur 130

-----------------------------------------------------------

any
pans
for
lunch?

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores
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Borðið
Ægisíða 123, 107 Reykjavik
Phone: 655-1230
www.bordid.is
Mon-Fri 7:45am - 8:00 pm
Sat-Sun 11:00 am - 8:00 pm

Go West (Life Is
Peaceful There)

An eatery and deli hidden in a residential 'hood
Words: Ragnar Egilsson Photo: Art Bicnick
Do we still call it gentrification
even if the only people being displaced are oil tank security guards
and struggling indie musicians?
These are the kind of low-impact
questions we’ve had to wrestle
with as we enter into the final
phases of the transformation of
the Grandi area. It has been interesting to watch the changes
this industrial nook of Reykjavík’s
west side has undergone, but it
remains to be seen how far it will
spread into the residential part of
Vesturbær (“west town”).
If you’re a local, you
probably associate Vesturbær mostly with
desirable rental apartments, a pool popular
with the cultural edgebarons, Iceland’s oldest
football team, and that
really solid pot dealer
in the yellow house. If you’re a
tourist, odds are you will never
venture into the hotel-deprived
west side. But finally all of y’all
have a foodie excuse to head out

there. The fancy food trifecta is
well-served in Vesturbær. You can
grab a well-made coffee at Kaffihús Vesturbæjar, pick up artisanal
produce at Melabúðin, or munch
on wholesome Mediterranean
meals at Borðið.
Borðið can mean “The Table” or the imperative plural of
“eat!”—and you won’t need to be
told twice. It combines a retail
business with a small restaurant.
This is a combination we’re seeing
more of in Reykjavík, and being
able to repurpose unsold products
into your menu is
such a no-brainer, it’s
a surprise we’re only
seeing it now.
The food is of
the Yotam Ottolenghi
variety–it’s easy to
see why, given that
Ottolenghi’s
fame
has rocketed since the early 2000s.
The success of his interpretation
of Israeli and Mediterranean cuisine, combined with the steady
growth of vegetarianism, has en-

“The fancy
food trifecta
is well-served
in Vesturbær”

sured the domination of hummus,
falafels and shakshouka over my
social media feed. So you can expect plenty of slow-cooked meats
and seasonal vegetables dressed
up with fresh herbs, nuts, and
seeds.
The menu at Borðið is flexible,
and the liquor is BYOB—a rare occurrence in Iceland and not unrelated to the difficulty in obtaining
a liquor license in a residential
area where the boys in blue frown
on any booze-flinging. The opening hours are similarly limited by
zoning regulations—make sure to
get there well before closing time
(8pm). Me and my sister misunderstood the hours, and had to
shove an unholy amount of food
in our faces in 40 minutes. We
treated ourselves to chicken with
preserved lemons, apricots and
Israeli couscous (2390 ISK); grilled
flatbread with fennel, avocado,
chicken and harissa (2490 ISK);
and a roasted eggplant with confit
tomatoes, sour cream and couscous (2190 ISK).
The roasted chicken was relatively straightforward, but with
a tight crisp and bolstered by the
complex floral aromas of dehydrated fruit. The creamy flatbread
toppings came with splashes of
thick, green avocado, and shaved
fennel adorning the flame-licked
bread. The roasted eggplants were
grilled to smoky perfection without losing all their texture and
given additional umami by the
roasted tomatoes and garlic.
The portions were generous,
and at this price I would count
Borðið as one of the best dinner
deals in the city. The service lies
somewhere between table service and counter pickup, which
works fine for this modest, casual
space. I’m starting a petition to
get Borðið a liquor license so I can
escape the tourists and just hang
out there eating prosciutto and
pretending I’m ensconced in the
warmer climates the tourists are
escaping.

SHARE: gpv.is/bor04

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.400.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.800.kr

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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Under The Glacier
Wild weather and countryside
luxury in Húsafell

How to get there
Follow Route One northwards.
Turn right before Borgarnes.

Jacket provided by
66° North

Accommodation provided by
hotelhusafell.com

Car provided by
gocarrental.is

Distance from
Reykjavík
132 km

Words: John Rogers

Photos: Timotheè Lambrecq

Outside the windows of the Pallett café in Hafnarfjörður, the
harbour is cloaked in mist. The
gales have been intensifying since
daybreak, whipping the tops of
the churning waves into a soaking
haze that hangs over the town’s
seafront. Ships pitch and tug at
their moorings, flags strain wildly from their poles, and torrential
rain pours down from the inky
clouds. The roads are all but empty. We gaze out at the grey scene
from the comfort of the indoors,
sipping hot coffee and waiting for
the fierce weather
to break.
It’s not how the
day was supposed
t o b e g i n . T h re e
hours ago, we set
out to pick up a
rental car, raring
to begin a road trip
to Borgarfjörður, a
picturesque tract
of land that lies in
the shadow of the
Lang jök ul l glacier, 60 kilometres
north of Reykjavík. Soon enough,
texts started coming in—first,
from the rental place, and then
from concerned friends and colleagues. The Icelandic Weather
Service had issued a travel warning due to the high winds, and
the roads out of town were closed.
Heeding the warning, we parked
at the café to keep an eye on the
weather report, and wait out the
storm.
It’s almost midday when the
sky starts to brighten. Finally able
to get on the road, we pass quickly
through the northern suburbs of
Reykjavík, taking in the aftermath
of the downpour. Several rivers
have burst their banks, flooding
the surrounding parks and fields,
and the trucks and coaches ahead
of us churn up a thick veil of rainwater. The winds are still strong

enough to buffet the car, and it’s
almost a relief when we plunge
into the 6km Hvalfjarðargöng
tunnel, soon emerging onto the
mountain-sheltered northern
side of the fjord.

ries of waterfalls pours from the
edge of the Hallmundarhraun lava
field. Countless glacial meltwater
rivulets plunge down from the
gnarled rock formations, forming
the fast-moving, ice-blue torrent
of the Hvíta river. It’s a dramatic
site that feels far from the bustle
of the tourist trail.

cious restaurant with an open
fire, where an impressive tasting
menu is offered to guests nightly,
with wine pairings and flawless
service. After a day on the road,
it’s a welcome taste of comfort
and unexpected luxury, deep in
the Icelandic countryside.
The next morning, we make

plains into a mountainous, snowy
vista that stretches as far as the
eye can see.
In the distance—still about
6km away—the glacier rises majestically against the horizon,
blending with the low cloud ceiling. A huge all-terrain transport
vehicle roars past us, but it’s the

Bitter winds
The inland route to Húsafell begins just before the small town
of Borgarnes. We peel away from
Route One, and the sparse traffic peters out completely. The
narrow road winds
through a long valley flanked by flattopped, snow-mott le d m ou nt a i n s ,
pa ssi ng swol len,
wandering rivers
and the occasional
farm.
At the Fossatún
hotel, by the Grímsá river, a horned
stone heads juts up
out of the ground in
front of some tubeshaped camping pods. It’s a beautiful spot, with mountains in all
directions. A nearby hiking path
leads invitingly up into the hills,
and the information sign promises viewpoints and troll-shaped
rock formations, but the bitter
winter wind chases us back to the
car, and onwards.
A plume of steam pouring up
from the roadside turns out to
be Deildartunguhver—a small
but fiercely bubbling geothermal spring, from which 96-degree water is piped all the way
back to Borgarnes and Akranes.
After cruising through the quiet
hamlet of Reykholt—an improbable rural cultural centre that’s
home to a library, a distinctive
church, and the Snorrastofa saga
research building—we arrive at
Hraunfossar. This 900-metre se-

"A plume of steam pouring up from the roadside turns out to be Deildartunguhver." Pictured:
John Rogers.

"The sheer
beauty of the
monochrome
wilderness
nullifies the
sub-zero
cold"

Blinding wilderness
The recently built Hotel Húsafell
is barely visible from the road.
Designed so as not to mar the
wide open plains, the rooms are
housed in a curved single-storey
terrace, tucked behind a grove
of trees. The lobby sits within a
glass atrium that leads into a spa-

use of the hotel’s geothermal spa
then head out towards Langjökull.
After passing through a forest of
vivid red trees, the road deteriorates into a dirt trail down into
some volcanic flatlands known
simply as Sandar. We detour carefully towards the edge of the hulking glacier. The bumpy trail rises
steadily, turning into a steep,
slushy track, and the landscape
evolves quickly from the black

end of the road for anything less.
Crunching up to a nearby vantage point, the sheer beauty of the
monochrome wilderness nullifies
the sub-zero cold, for a while. It’s a
long time before we return to the
warmth of the car, and the long
descent back towards Reykjavík.

SHARE & PHOTO GALLERY:
gpv.is/hus04
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"At the Fossatún hotel, by the Grímsá river, a
horned stone heads juts up out of the ground."

"After a day on the road, [Hótel Húsafell] is a
welcome taste of comfort and unexpected
luxury, deep in the Icelandic countryside"

Get ready to visit
Iceland’s most
popular attractions

THE GOLDEN CIRCLE

Contact information:

Tel. +354 540 1313 | iceland@grayline.is | grayline.is
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Don't rúnt into the lagoon though.

Distance from
Reykjavík
458 km

How to get there:
Take the bus. Routes at bus.is

When In Höfn
A rúntur through the fog
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen

Photos: Art Bicnick

There’s an activ it y in Iceland
known as “rúntur.” That’s runeter, with a rolled "r". The term
doesn’t translate that well to
English, but the closest I could
find would be something like
“cruising.”
It refers to the act of driving
around for fun while chatting
about, I don’t know, life. While
out for a drink, I asked a friend
how she’d describe the concept.
“Do you know how back in the
day you’d lie on the f loor with
friends or hang on their couch
or whatever and just listen to records or read magazines?” she
asked, almost nostalgically. “It’s
like that, on ly in a car, while
driving.” I turned to the bartender and asked him. He grinned:
“You k now t h at ’s ac t ua l ly a
popular Icelandic first date?”
W ho said romance was dead?

As I board the bus at Mjödd it
starts to rain, and it doesn’t let
up for the whole weekend. When
I f i na l ly arrive at Þorbjörg ’s
house, Höfn is so foggy that you
can barely see more than ten
metres around you. I quickly realise that if I was hoping to see
spectacu lar landscapes or do
some stargazing during my trip,
well, I’m out of luck. The weather is—as is par for Iceland—not
on my side.
But despite the gloom, we
still get up early the next day to
drive to Jökulsárlón. It’s lovely,
even w ith the weather. We go
for a boat ride, and get amused
by the enthusiasm of the tourists, who take selfies and smile
through through their shivers
with no idea they’re not seeing
the landmark in its prime. While
they huddle in groups looking at
the icebergs, we retreat to the
car. It’s cold and wet, and Þorbjörg is sure that there’s a secret,
more private view of the lagoon
somewhere close by. Not short
of time, and with no return bus
waiting, we have the luxury of
cruising around the lagoon at
our own pace.

Passing through

R E S TA U R A N T & B A R

The real beauty of the rúntur
first appeared to me when I visited an old friend of mine, Þorbjörg, for a weekend in Höfn—a
small southeastern fishing village known for its proximity to
the stunning Vatnajökull glacier
and the Jökulsárlón glacier lagoon. In the summer, this area
is often bright and warm, but
when I visit it’s deep in the winter off-season.

Small town life
To be blunt, when the weather’s
rotten—especially in the count r y—t here rea l ly i sn’t much

to do in these small Icelandic
towns. We stop and get shrimp
subs at Hafnarbúðin. We peek
into Höfn’s only (empty) bar. We
try to take a walk on the coast
before quickly abandoning that
plan. But this is where rúnta
comes in. The only cure to boredom is to drive, so we spend
the next few hours meandering
through sheep fields and emerald swampland.
S omet i mes we’re b ot h silent—t he hu m of t he mu sic
and pit ter-pat ter of rain our
only soundtrack. At other times
we’re animated, gossiping about
f r i en d s i n Rey k j av í k , w h i l e
slowly getting more personal.
She confides in me her worries
about backpacking and leaving
Iceland, and I confess my own
insecurities. The confined space
of the car, surrounded by misty
meadows, becomes a type of haven where no subject is off limits.
Travel l i ng on th roug h the
fog, we periodically stop chatting and get lost in our ow n
thoughts and the whirl of the
tyres. Then, without warning,
one of us will change the song,
or cough, or clear our throat,
and the gossiping will resume.
The latest on the Kardashians.
W hat happened last weekend
at Prikið. Facebook drama. The
cycle continues.
Yo u k n o w h o w t h e y s a y ;
“W hen in Rome”? Well, if you
find yourself in some bad Icelandic weather, do as the Icelanders do. Go for a rúntur.

SHARE & VIEW GALLERY:
gpv.is/hofn04

Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is
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Island Life

Weird & Wonderful News From Around Iceland
Words: Paul Fontaine

ICELANDIC
GOURMET
MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb
– with a modern twist

It has finally been announced that the European championship competition in “mudball,” i.e. football played in deliberately very muddy conditions, will be held in Bolungarvík this
year, and will take place during the Merchant’s Holiday this
August. Classic Icelandic rock band SSSól and rapper Emmsjé
Gauti will add to the entertainment. Which other European
teams will be competing has not yet been revealed.

The old Housewives’
School in Borgarfjörður, which had
fallen into disrepair in
recent years due to a
lack of popularity, will
be converted into—
you guessed it!—
a hotel. Once renovated, the hotel
will have 60 rooms,
and is situated
within a wooded
area of Varmaland.
No date for the hotel
opening yet.

The South Iceland secondary school Fjölbrautaskóli Suðurlands announced the purchase of ten new
couches. The school believes this procurement will lead to
“joy and comfort” for the students, while ominously warning that if the students do not treat the couches well, they
will be removed at once. The couches, that is. The students
will be allowed to continue classes.

A man in Reyðarfjörður
was cleaning his house,
originally built in 1925 (although
he himself moved in in 2010), and
found numerous artefacts from the
early 20th century. These included an
empty package of cigarettes, some empty pill
bottles and—most exciting of all—a love letter
from 1941. A photograph of the first page of this
letter was published, revealingly a very heartfelt
and deeply personal apology. Out of respect for
the (likely) departed, we will not translate the letter’s contents here.

Things To Do Outside Reykjavík

Photo by
Art Bicnick

6 COURSE

DINNER MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN
OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot
MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes

Photo by
Grant
Gunderson

Photo by
Art Bicnick

Gallery:
Listasafn Árnesinga

Café:
Pallett

Event:
Iceland
Winter Games

Iceland is scattered with small
towns of a few hundred people, often experienced by travellers as gas
stops punctuating a road trip. But
many of these towns contain hidden
gems, be it a tucked-away ice cream
store, a time-capsule bodega, or, in
the case of Hveragerði, a fully programmed art gallery that shows contemporary Icelandic art alongside a
permanent display on the region’s
unexpectedly rich artistic history.

You’ve probably passed through the
Greater Reykjavík borough of Hafnarfjörður on the Flybus—it’s the
first sign of civilisation, after the
lava plains. It looks pretty quiet,
but Hafnarfjörður is home to Pallett, one of our very favourite cafés.
They serve hot soups and stews,
hearty pies, rich sausage rolls, and
artisanal coffee made by an Icelandic barista champion, in a beautiful, homely lounge. Worth the drive.

From March 25 to April 1, Iceland’s
biggest northern town, Akureyri,
hosts the Iceland Winter Games.
It’s a weeklong celebration of winter sports, featuring free skiing, ski
jumping, and snowboarding competitions, amongst other events. Attendees can watch the competition
unfold and take in the beautiful winter landscape, or they can enter the
events and compete. Either way, it’s
a great excuse to visit Akureyri. JR

Certificate of Excellence
———— 2016 ————

SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple
PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc
RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked
carrots, spinach and dill cream
Dessert
SKYR FANTASIA
Skyr fromage, Skyr mousse, strawberry & lime gel,
lime sponge cake
8.900 kr.
APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

ICELANDIC RESTAURANT & BAR
Austurstræti 16

Tel. 551 0011

apotek.is

Tasty tapas and drinks by the old harbour
Ta b l e r e s e r v a t i o n s : + 3 5 4 5 1 7 1 8 0 0 - w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s
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FISH & MORE

The Icelandic króna, is, much like our former
Prime Minister Sigmundur Davíð, a has-been.

FAKE NEWS

Iceland To Abandon
Currency Altogether
Words: Paul Fontaine

Illustration: Some Rich Coward

Sources close to Grapevine within
the Central Bank have confirmed
that Iceland is going to abandon
its age-old love-hate relationship
with the króna, and just stop using money altogether.
The króna—long a point of national pride—has also been subject to drastic swings in value after even the tiniest ripples on the

global market. Proposals to adopt
the euro, and even the Canadian
dollar, have never fully panned
out, and bankers are officially out
of ideas.
“Money is so 2007,” a Central
Bank official told us. “Economics
is as scientifically accurate as astrology, only not as fun. I’d rather
eat my own hands than look at

another line graph again. We’re
better off going back to barter and
trade.” When asked how Iceland
intends to trade with other nations without money, the official
scoffed: “We’ll use fish or something, I dunno. It’s not my problem anymore. I’m going to learn
how to windsurf.”
Tourists to Iceland are advised
to bring a supply of commodities
that are hard to find in Iceland, in
lieu of actual money. These commodities include exotic fruit, reptiles, melatonin and handguns.
Some existing copies of actual
paper money will be housed in the
National Museum, but the rest
will be recycled into confetti for
this year’s May Day parade.
SHARE: gpv.is/fn04

Still from
Walter Mitty

WHERE WAS IT SHOT

Walter Mitty
Words: Joanna Smith

Photo: 20th Century Fox

'The Secret Life Of Walter Mitty'
is another in a long line of films
to take advantage of the beautiful, varied and seemingly off-grid
landscapes that makes Iceland so
appealing to filmmakers.
This movie follows Walter Mitty, played by Ben Stiller, as he goes

on many unexpected adventures
across the world, including the
apparently mysterious and distant land of Iceland, which most
of the Americans in the film never
seem to have heard of. Stiller, who
also directed the movie, obviously
wanted to get the most out of his

trip to Iceland, so he also used it
as the location for scenes set in
Greenland (actually Stykkishólmur) and Nepal. In fact, he repurposes none other than the Skógafoss waterfall in this shot of him
hiking the Himalayas.
It won’t be hard for you to locate the popular Skógafoss, but if
you manage to recreate this photo without a single tourist in the
shot, we’ll give you a free Grapevine shirt. Send your reenactment
to letters@grapevine.is.
SHARE:
gpv.is/wm04

SALKA VALKA

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík
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Laugardalshöll
Photos Top: Reykjavik Museum of photography, Bottom: Art Bicnick
Words: Valur Grettisson

Winter Whale & Dolphin Watching
from Reykjavík
Departures: Every day at 1pm

Winter Whale Watching
from Akureyri

Departures: Thu & Fri at 11am and Sat at 1pm

Akureyri

Reykjavík

Laugardalshöllin was Iceland’s
largest gymnasium for decades.
The house was designed by Gísli
Halldórsson and Skarphéðinn
Jóhannesson, and its construction
finished in the year 1965.
It has significant meaning for
Icelanders—not only as a sports
arena, but also as the battleground
for one of the strangest events of
the Cold War, when Bobby Fischer

beat Boris Spassky in the World
Chess Championship of 1972. The
duel between the two was not
only a battle of wits between two
Grandmasters, but also became
a proxy battle between their two
superpowers, and a manifestation
of their obsession to prove the
other’s ideology wrong. Of course,
time proved them both wrong.
Laugardalshöllin was also Ice-

land’s premier rock concert hall.
Led Zeppelin played there in 1970,
when they were still at the top
of their game. Leonard Cohen
played in 1988, and David Bowie
followed almost a decade later.
And of course, between the crazy
intellectual duels and legendary
rock concerts, Icelanders used the
house occasionally for traditional
sporting events.

WORDS OF INTEREST

Town Mouse, Country Mouse

Words: & Art: Eunsan Huh

Northern Lights Cruise
from Reykjavík
Departures: Every night at 9pm

Northern Lights Cruise
from Akureyri
Departures: Thu & Fri at 9pm

Book online:
elding.is elding@elding.is +(354) 519 5000

“Lattelepjandi lopatrefill” is a
fun little phrase to say, perhaps
even someth i ng of a tong ue
t w i s t e r. It l it e r a l l y m e a n s
“ l a t t e - s i p p i n g w o o l s c a r f ,”
and refers, rather u n k i nd ly,
to the residents of Reykjavík.
Lattelepjandi lopatrefill are
stereotyped as artists and hippies—city dwellers, who, with
t h ei r s i n g le - s o u rc e d c of fe e
beans and La Marzocco espresso machines, have completely
d i scon nec ted f rom t he r uggedness of the land and sea.
Though originally conceived as
a derogator y term, nowadays
it’s oftentimes used in an ironic, self-deprecating sort of way.

The opposite of these woolen
scarves are the hay-heaving labourers: farmers, fisherman, etc.
Iceland’s economy was at one
point largely grounded in toiling
on land or at sea, and therefore
these rugged workers consider
their professions “real” work.
The capital region, which includes Reykjavík and its neighbouring six municipalities, accounts for over 60% of Iceland’s
entire population. In 2015, the
population of the country grew
by about 1.1%, or 2,429 people.
The Greater Reykjavík area saw
its population increase by 2,333,
which is all but 96 people from
the entire pool. Statistics Iceland estimates that by 2065, the
Icelandic population could swell

to over 520,000 (or 442,228 by
more conservative projections).
Urban populations will continue to rise the world over; this
is inevitable. But, as we continue to head towards an ideabased economy, Iceland's bobos
are looking good, because it obviously takes a certain sense
of humour to refer to yourself as a coffee-swilling scarf.
SHARE: gpv.is/words
Every Single Word in Icelandic (http://
everysingleword.is) is a pictographic
exploration of the Icelandic language.
I find an interesting compound word,
then deconstruct and illustrate it as
icons. The goal is to express how Icelandic can be deadpan literal and unexpectedly poetic at the same time.

Then Mr. Fancy-Ass asks, “Did Agði
dick-slam your fart-boxes?”

SAGA RECAP

The Tale of
Shady Halli
Words:
Grayson Del Faro

Illustration:
Inga Maria Brynjarsdóttir

This Old Icelandic story begins and
ends with dick jokes, which is totally my type of story. It’s classified
as a tale rather than a saga because
it is pretty short, but goddamn if
it doesn’t deliver. (And no, that is
not the dick joke. Try to be patient.
It’ll come.)

Mr. Fancy-Ass is actually Haraldur,
King of Norway, and he gives no
fucks. “He let us go without it on
one condition,” he tells the king.
“He was waiting for fancier asses
than ours and knows you’ll pass by
tonight, so he’ll pay you that debt
in full.” The king tells him he’s
being a dick and goes on his way.
When they see each other again,
Haraldur agrees to let Halli join
his court because if he’s a dick at
least he’s a funny one.

Figuratively a dick

So there’s this Icelander named
Halli. He’s a dick. His nickname is
often translated as “Sarcastic HalMetaphorically a dick
li” but that kind of undersells how
savage he can be. Since he throws
shade up and down, we’re gonna It turns out Halli is a poet, which
call him Shady Halli instead. He’s Haraldur is totally into. Except
on a trip to Norway when he finds Haraldur has this bad habit of havhimself face to face with some fan- ing the food taken away from the
cy-ass motherfucker in a fancy-ass tables before everyone is finished
ship. This guy asks them where eating, and the king is angry bethey stayed the night before and cause Halli keeps composing shady
Halli says they stayed with a guy diss tracks. You know, just little
named Agði.
things like:
Then Mr. Fancy-Ass asks, “Did
Agði dick-slam your fart-boxes?” Our bellies are as empty
I’m not even kidding. He uses an As the king’s butt is full
Old Icelandic term that literally Of dick lol
meant “sodomize” but was considered so vulgar and offensive that So one day when their posse is rolmerely implying it of anyone was lin’ through the streets, Halli ducks
legal grounds for iminto a house to eat
mediate application
s om e p or r i d ge .
Morals of the story:
of the death penalty.
The king finds out
I tried to find someand oops, he mad.
1. Butt-sex is both
thing equivalent, but
He real mad. This
funny and enjoyable. is like the courtly
feel free to choose
your own favorite
equivalent of when
euphemism for butta father ducks into
2. Lighten up a little.
sex. When Halli says
a whorehouse real
no, Mr. Fancy-Ass asks if Agði has quick on a family walk, his wife
agreed to render “this service” (lit- walks in after him, sees him nose
eral translation) later.
deep in some hooker’s hooch, and
Halli was born ready. He knows he’s like “Well you don’t put out
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enough.” That’s some shady shit
on every level. And for Haraldur, it
means war. Metaphorically.
So Haraldur next serves only
porridge to Halli and says he must
eat until he dies or he will be killed,
but Halli refuses and the king
backs down. Next, Haraldur sends
Halli’s food across the court saying that if he doesn’t recite a poem
before it reaches the table, he’ll be
killed, but Halli manages again.
Then Haraldur pits Halli against
Þjóðólfur, the poet laureate of the
court, in a sort of medieval rap
battle. Halli wins, insinuating that
Þjóðólfur is a cannibal because he
ate his father’s killer. It turns out
his father was killed by a cow, so
there. Enraged, Þjóðólfur comes
at Halli like, “Hold me back, gurl,
hold me back,” but Haraldur holds
him back like, “Nah, he cool.”

Literally a dick
Haraldur has this bejeweled axe
and sees Halli eyeing it. Halli says
he’s never seen an axe so beautiful before. Then Haraldur asks if
Halli would take a ding-dong up
the poop-tube in exchange for it.
“No, but I understand if you will
only sell it for what you paid for
it,” Halli says. Haraldur’s obsession
with butt-sex remains a mystery,
but he gives Halli the axe anyway.
Queen Þora, Haraldur’s wife,
is scandalized, and Haraldur asks
Halli to compose a verse about her.
Halli says, and this is an actual,
honest-to-goddess, literal translation from the Old Icelandic:
Þora is the best
No one else is worthy
Of pulling back the foreskin
On Haraldur’s dick
And the crowd goes wild. Þora
orders Halli killed but Haraldur
is like, “But it’s true, only you are
worthy of my foreskin,” and Halli
is spared. He goes back to Iceland
and eventually dies eating porridge, much to Haraldur’s delight.
SHARE:
gpv.is/sag04

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T
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The 6th president of the republic of Iceland

QUIRKY CULTURE

The
President's
Socks

Bar Ananas is one of those bars where
the off-menu cocktails are the best.

Precision For Taste

HOUR OF
THE WOLF
Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photo:
Gunnar Jones

Chatting with Daníel Hlynur Michaelsson—the manager extraordinaire of
local bohème-haunt Bar Ananas—
feels more like chatting to a yoga guru.
With a demeanor so sunny, relaxed, and
positive, he seems more fitted to Burning Man than downtown Reykjavík.
“There’s something about [working
nights] here that I can’t explain, but I
love. it’s just fantastic,” Daníel tells
me. Though he’s been at Bar Ananas
for just about two years, he’s been in
the bar business for many years longer. “The worst thing about it is that
it’s definitely very hard to have meetings before twelve—that’s like no
way—or catch brunch.” He says everything with a smile, joking but also not.

Words: Gabriel Dunsmith
Forget speeches, foreign tours and bureaucratic preamble. Iceland’s president, Guðni Th. Jóhannnesson, is now
addressing the nation through his
socks. On 21 March, World Down Syndrome Day, Guðni joined thousands of
individuals across the world to raise
awareness for the condition by wearing mismatched socks, Morgunblaðið
reports. With rainbow polka dots and
stripes, Guðni is stylin’—and reminding others of the ways in which folks
with Down Syndrome enrich lives and
communities.

During our interview, Daníel encourages me to try whale steak, describing
the flavour with an acute accuracy.
He’s clearly a foodie, so maybe missing
brunch is really distressing.
This precision for taste made him
immediately love cocktails. “For a
cocktail, you’re working for like two
weeks from the concept, tweaking it,
trying to find the X-factor. Then you
finally find it and get this overwhelming sense of happiness and full-on
passion.” He likes working with wild
Icelandic herbs and urban foraging—
the New Nordic approach.
As a bar worker, Daníel is, obviously, intimately familiar with Icelandic
drinking culture. “It’s not handled like

a marathon, but a sprint. Five FernetBranca shots! Let’s fucking do it. Then
you just puke all over the bar.” He says
this affectionately with a we’ve-allbeen-there attitude and smile. “They
drink like motherfuckers here. I like it.”
But working at night does have
drawbacks—more than just missing
brunch. “Being in this business, you
really have to keep yourself in check.
Everything is too accessible. It can
mess people up.” But he concentrates
on himself and his professional goals,
which are fittingly also night-related.
He’s learning how to DJ and planning
more concerts for Bar Ananas. Dream
one? “Biggie Smalls. Can you imagine? In this venue? Hell yeah.”

CITY SHOT

English as a First Language?

Icelandic children and teenagers are
increasingly speaking English in
school in place of their native language, Morgunblaðið reports. Some
teachers pin blame on the prevalence
of English-language media and online
content, claiming that students spend
much of the day plugged into the internet. Such news comes as Icelandic
novelist Sjón, as well as other public
figures, have voiced concerns about
the plight of Icelandic in an increasingly globalized (and Anglo-centric)
world. While we at the Grapevine are
practically popping open champagne
at the thought of boosted readership,
this is a deleterious development for
the rest of Iceland.

THE BEAUTIFUL
SOUTH COAST
Daily departures at 08:30
Visit Seljalandsfoss Waterfall,
Skógarfoss Waterfall,
Sólheimajökull Glacier and
Reynisfjara the Black Sand Beach

Price: 13.400 ISK
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WELCOME

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND

“Great adventure
with the rib. Seeing
so much beautiful
animals”

“Excellent
Rib Boat Trip”

“Big whale speed
boat - AMAZING”

“Best whale
watching
experience from
the Safari tour!”
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Visit The Gentle Giants

up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

“Amazing
customer service”

“Great experience!
Really recommend
it!”

“Fantastic
experience,
worth the time
and money”

Akureyri

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

Húsavík

Reykjavík

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
HÚSAVÍK

MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION
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L I F E , T R AV E L & E N T E RTA I N M E N T I N I C E L A N D

DON'T ASK NANNA ABOUT

DAY TOURS
TO ICELAND’S UNFORGETTABLE PLACES

Shoes & Baby Talk
Words: Nanna Dís Árnadóttir
Hi Nanna,
My Airbnb host has emailed me specifically to tell me that shoes are a big no-no
inside the apartment. Is this a thing in Iceland? What’s the big deal?
Two Left Feet
Hi Two Left Feet,
Yes it’s a fucking thing! Of course it is. We’re
a civilised country not a bunch of rabid savages tracking the grime and filth of the city
streets into our homes. Homes where our babies crawl on the floor or where you pick up
that Pringle that fell on the ground last week
and shove it in your mouth when people aren’t
looking.
Don’t be gross, unless you’re John Turturro in
'The Night Of', you have no excuse not to take
off your shoes.
Nanna
Dear Nanna,
My boyfriend talks to me in baby talk
(sometimes he even uses a voice?) and
he says it’s totally normal but none of my
other boyfriends ever did it and it’s kind of
weirding me out. Is it? Normal, I mean?
Baby’s In The Corner
Dear Baby’s In The Corner,
*Looks directly at camera*
Nanna
P.S. – Run.

Reviewed January 23, 2017

“Best company in Iceland”

NORTHERN
LIGHTS TOURS
FROM 5.990 ISK!

GREAT PRICES ON ALL THE BESTSELLING DAY TOURS!

Hi Nanna,
What’s the most important thing to pack
for a trip to Iceland? I’m planning on doing
some off-roading and hiking and I want to
be prepared.
Off Kilter

GOLDEN
CIRCLE CLASSIC

SOUTHCOAST
& GLACIER

ICE CAVE
CLASSIC

PRICE FROM

PRICE FROM

PRICE FROM

9.890ISK

Hi Off Kilter,
Pack some Common Sense and you should
survive.
Maybe.
Nanna

21.990ISK

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 08:30

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 09:00

WEEKLY NANNA: gpv.is/nanna
USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

Do you want to ask Nanna a question? Go ahead, but continue at your
peril. Shoot her an email on nanna.arnadottir(at)gmail.com or tweet her
using @NannaArnadottir

OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES
GLACIER WALKS, HIKING & CAVING
KS
GLACIER WAL
L
SKAFTAFEL
JÖKULL &
SÓLHEIMA

2016
DAY TOURS

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

SILVER-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN
ides.is
9999
mountaingu
Tel: +354 587
guides.is ·

1

info@mountain

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

PERSONAL
HOST

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

31.990ISK

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 07:45

B OOK YOU R A DV E N TU RE N OW !

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

